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Abstract 
The Circle of Willis (CoW) is a ring-like structure of blood vessels found at the 
base of the brain. Its main function is to distribute a constant flow oxygen-rich 
arterial blood to the cerebral mass, despite changes in afferent pressures or flows. 
This objective is achieved by a local mechanism known as autoregulation, whereby 
the resistance in small vessels branching from the CoW changes by vasodilation 
or vasoconstriction of the smooth muscle cells surrounding the vessel. 
A one-dimensional (lD) model of the CoW is developed to simulate a series of 
possible clinical scenarios such as occlusions in afferent arteries, absent or string-
like circulus vessels, or arterial infarctions. A series of studies investigates various 
features of autoregulatory behaviour. Firstly, a simple model is created to verify 
solution methods; secondly, the model is validated against a three-dimensional 
(3D) Computational F1uid Dynamics (CFD) model; and lastly, the decentralised 
nature of cerebral autoregulation is investigated. Finally, an advanced, metabolic 
model of autoregulation is created, incorporating the successful aspects of the 
early model, as well as more physiologically accurate dynamics. 
The advanced model captures cerebral haemodynamic autoregulation by us-
ing a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller to modify efferent artery 
resistances and partial pressures of oxygen to maintain optimal efferent flow rates 
and oxygen supply to the cerebral mass for a given circle geometry and afferent 
blood pressure. This advanced model is physiologically relevant, matching the 
accepted physiological responses of b100d flow as a function of arterial pressure, 
tissue oxygen paJ.'tial pressure as a function of blood flow, as well as limited 
transient clinical data. 
Results match accepted physiological response and exhibit excel1ent corre-
lation with the limited clinical data available. In addition, a set of boundary 
xx ABSTRACT 
conditions and geometry is presented for which the autoregulated system cannot 
provide the necessary efferent flow rates and perfusion, representing a condition 
with increa.sed risk of stroke and highlighting the importance of modelling the 
haemodynamics of the Circle of Willis. The system model created is computa-
tionally simple so it can be used to identify at-risk cerebral arterial geometries 
and conditions prior to surgery or other clinical procedures. In addition, the so-
lution for the CoW arterial system is obtained in a far shorter time period using 
this time-varying resistance model than with higher dimensional CFD methods, 
and requires significantly less computational effort while retaining a high level of 
accuracy. 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
A stroke occurs when a blood vessel that carries oxygen and nutrients to the 
brain is blocked by a clot, leading to an ischaemic stroke, or bursts, causing a 
haemorrhagic stoke. Consequently, part of the brain cannot get the required 
oxygen and nutrients, and dies. Strokes can cause paralysis, affect language and 
vision, among other problems, and can often result in death. Modelling cerebral 
haemodynamics can be used to minimise stroke risk by identifying at-risk cerebral 
arterial geometries and boundary conditions prior to surgery or other clinical 
procedures. Hence, prior to a clinical intervention that may include significant 
variations in boundary pressures and flows, a simple patient specific model could 
be used to determine risk of stroke. The only requirement is a patient specific 
geometry available from Magnetic Resonance Angiogram (MRA) data. 
1.1 Circle of Willis Structure 
The Circle of Willis is a ring-like structure of blood vessels found beneath the 
hypothalamus at the base of the brain. Its main function is to distribute oxygen-
rich arterial blood from the heart to the cerebral mass. Although the brain 
comprises only approximately two percent of the total body mass, it demands 
approximately twenty percent of the body's oxygen supply. If the brain cells 
are starved of oxygen for more than a few minutes due to decreased flow and 
perfusion pressure, many will become permanently damaged. More specifically, 
brain cell lysosomes being extremely sensitive to decreased oxygen levels can 
break open, releasing enzymes that bring about self-destruction of neural tissue. 
Figure 1.1 shows three orthographic projections of a MRA of an individual's 
2 CI IAPTEIJ] I NTRODU 1'101\ 
ccrcbro-vHscuIaLure. A schematic represelltation of the: CavY bil.scd on th ' I\JRA 
is t.lWll shown in Figure 1.2 [Vander et aI., 2001] labell i ng til e majo r arteries 
co nsidered in t.his study a long wi th their abbreviations. 
Figure 1.1 ~rRA Scan of" allillclividuul's Ccrc \)ro-v;lscul;lLurc: Pos terior Vi c,," (Lop): Sll!l( ~ ri()r 
View (m.i(Ldl '): Left. View (boll om) 
The Basilar Artery (BA) and the Intenta! Ca rotid Arl eries (TCA's) supply Lh!: 
circulu::; a rt (; rics with oxygell-riell arterial blond , and bee' LIse they brillg hlood 
tu th e Co\V, arc called a ffercnt arteries, The circulus ttrLcrics dist ribute the oxy-
genated blood to the cfl"crcllL arteries through Lhe CoW. Thf~ efferellL ilrt<:rics a re 
Lhe roul e by vvhich blood leaves the circulus vessels and ,'upplics Uw I'our individ-
ual cerebral t.erritor ies, Irrespect ive of pressure variations ill the a frcrcnL vessels, 
~h . c ir '11111S vessels allow [or ::L cunstant supply of bluod to the cerehral nw::;s, hy 
1.2 COW PllYSIOLOG I ,.:AI. FUNCTION 
Anterio r COlllllHlIlica li ng Alh.'ry 
ACu:\ 
Middle Cncb ':JII\rlcry 
MC\ 
Aillnior Choroidal A rt~I'Y 
ACh,\ 
Postc l;(lr C:.:r~hral Alt..:ry 
PI Sq~mC J1 1 
l'eA, 
SlJP~ri() r C~r~bd la r Ancry 
SChi\ 
Left Side 
Anterior (Front) 
Posterior (Back) 
Figure 1.2 Circlt, or vVilli s SlrllcLure 
I nl t.: rJla I Carotid .-\111.:1)' 
le;\ 
ll a:::;;i lar "fiery 
UA 
Right Side 
:-\ 
vasocoIlsl ricLioll and vasodilat.ion of the ar terioles ill t he individual braill \. prri\.o-
rics sllp\->li ed by Lite efferenL vessels . Each e lr( ~ renL art,cry prcclomi1l311i.ly :::; llppli (~s 
a particular cen~bnd volume and there is no re(\llnoa ucy in that supply, althollglt 
there is some collateral supply across the brain al, Lilt' level of I he arterioles. 
1.2 CoW Physiological Function 
Aflc~r its passage throllgh the lungs, arterial blood is pumped by Ltw ldt side or 
the h (~8 rL inlo Lhe aorLa, providillg oxygenatnd blood to all or the body. TIln~E~ 
!tWill mtcrics branch frolll the aort.a : t.he brachioccphalic a rtery: t he ldt comlIlOl1 
carotid a rtery, alld the lell s llbcla,via n arLery. The bracltioceplut li c ;\.rt.(~ ry hrall cht~S 
further into the right slIbclavian arLery a lld Lhe right. COlIllllon carotid mtcry. Tile 
left. a lld ri ght subclavian arteri es give rise to the left and right vCrlcbral arter ies 
which lhell combille aL the base or the brain in t.he 13A, which sll ppl ics Lile Co v\'. 
4 CIIAPTFR L INTIW n UCTIOl\ 
T he C(lllllllOn ca rot. id nr terius cti vcrge illt.O 1.h (' exLc rIl cll cawLid ~lrL c ri(' s whi ch 
slIpply facia l muscles; a nd th e [CA 's which sllppl y t.he COY\'. The ori " iw; 0 [' t.he 
8 A atld 1C/\ 's a rc shown in Figure 1.3 [TOltora, 1997]. 
Le ft inlern;;1 jugular vain 
~ __ . ____ IRlght common carotid arteryl 
r--- Right in ternal jugular vein 
I , \ I Lelt subclavian vein ~ I Right subclmllan arteryl 
L:I L=e¢.:ft =co~m=.m=o~r.=ca=r~ol=id~a_r t~ery:::' - ': I -; r. .-------- :, . ', '~ --- Right Subclavian vein 
I Left ubclavian arteryl- ( ._-----='-:7.:;.-";:~. Ii _, ' .' Brachlocephallr. Irunk Left brachiccephahc vein --- I C _,, ', '/" ~ Right hracll iocephallC vein 
A rcll of (".lorl ;] -. -----------,~--,--. .':' ,UII,. I ( \ Superior ven,J CC\.\jZ'! Descc l ~d , ng ;:lorla ----- - ----;;;-... : .\ I l' 
,,~ .~.\:...' - 7----- A~cufl cl ing aorta 
Left pu lmon8ry artery _ _ __ .,.,-''--- 1, I 
Pulmon;uy !r"n~ --- - - ---";;.--.::. 
Left pulmonary veins - ------..,,--'==-
Left at rium - - - - ---- '-::!;:===--:-
CoronJry sint IS -----'-FF-=---::~~ !/> il Lel t ventricle --- -+'-=;-
"",""",--J.·*I~l ____ "llgh! Pli l mon~,rl 3r1ery 
I 
_=-_[\.-,.. ___ Rlq tl t pulmonary veins 
\ 
.,0--- RiGh i " Inu m 
, ) 
,I ,:, 
,.,1 " 
t,/ '1"' , ,.:' Right coronary arl ery 
-,:~ ..'" 
.= ,,--- -"t"-'-- --- Right \/ont ricJiJ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Inferior vena cavil 
Figure 1.3 Scheme 01' Hlnoel Ili strihut ion 
M ore sp ecifica lly, using F igure l.2 ; th o circle is composed or th e AIiL erio r 
Communicating Artery (ACoA), Left. a nd Right, A 1 Ant(~rior Cerebral Art ery 
(LA.CA I a nd RAC;A], rcspec Liv(~ ly) , Left. a ne! Right Po~ t e rior Communicating 
Artery (LPCoj\ and 1P CoA ; r ~spcct.ive l y ), alld Left and [~ , ig h(, PI l.Jostcrior 
Cerebral Arte ry, (LP AI alld RPCA,; respec t ively) . The (olllll1unicaL iIl g art.eries 
Hr c IIlllch srll aller t.ha n Lhp other vessels wi thin LIr e COY\' , <tnd hen 'C, 8S vvill be 
se II ill C hapt.e r 2, have a h igher resista nce t.o flow. As L h(~ 1 C o A 's ar id AC A's 
have a r c~dllc (~d dia mete r , they al'( ~ more like ly to be pI8gU( ~ct by 0 'c\ll :-; iOl lS a nd 
hence appea r s t.ri ng- like ill Itlany h 'alt hy individu als . 
The pllrpose of t he ef ferell t art.eri es i ~ to de li ver a r terial blood from the 
CO yV to the cerebral t issue. There arc ten m ai ll d l'ere llL arte ries: /\2 Allterio r 
Cerebral Artery (ACA2) , P 2 PosLerior Cerebral Artery (PC}\ 2), t-/liddle Cer8-
ural Ar tery (MC A) , Superior Cereb ell a r Artery (SCbA), and Anterio r Choroida l 
ArLery (.AChA) on both tJw len a nd right sides . T h e four vascular t(~ rrit o rie~ 
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supplied by the efl'erent arteries are the lateral, medial, superior and inferior 
territories. Each of the territories obtains blood supply from the efferent ar-
teries in varying proportions. The lateral, superior and inferior territories are 
perfused mainly by the MCA's, and the medial territories are perfused mainly 
by the ACA's [Ketchum, 2003]. Note that each efferent artery supplies a unique 
cerebral volume and there is no redundancy in that supply. 
When arterial blood travelling from the efferent vessels reaches the peripheral 
tissues, the pressure difference encountered drives blood through the tissues. Dif-
fusion of oxygen from the blood to the tissues is driven by the difference in partial 
pre.c;sure of oxygen between blood and tissues, which is, in part, a function of the 
driving pressures. If the blood flow through a particular tissue increases, there is a 
greater transport of oxygen such that the oxygen concentration in the interstitial 
fluid increases above the normal40mmHg. The rate of oxygen consumption, that 
is the metabolic rate, also plays 'a role here. Guyton and Hall [1996] present a 
curve in which the interstitial partial pressure of oxygen is expressed as a function 
of the rate of blood flow, as shown in Figure 1.4. 
100· Upper limit of infinite blood flow 
-- - -.- --'- -- --"- - -- -- -- --
a i t 
0100 200 300 400 500 600 700 
81oodflow (per cent of normal) 
Figure 1.4 Interstitial Oxygen Partial Pressure as a Function of the Rate of Blood Flow 
In the absence of the CoW, were any of the supply arteries to become oc-
cluded, the region of cerebral tissue usually supplied by that artery would be 
starved of oxygen and become ischaemic. Therefore, the great benefit of the 
circle structure lies in its ability to redirect blood from the afferent vessels to 
the region suffering a deficiency to maintain a constant supply of oxygenated 
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blood to all parts of the cerebral mass. This constant supply is achieved for a 
given artery by a process known as autoregulation where the resistance in small 
vessels branching from efferent arteries changes by either vasodilating or vasocon-
stricting. These changes enable an optimal reference fiowrate to be maintained 
through each efferent artery to the cerebral tissue it supplies. Note that this 
form of control is decentralised, such that each of the territories must be satisfied 
independently of the requirements of the other territories. 
1.3 Circle of Willis Abnormalities 
While many individuals have a complete CoW geometry, various abnormalities 
are found, and these can be divided into four main categories: Absent vessels, 
string-like vessels, accessory vessels, and anomalous origins. All of these abnor-
malities have the potential to increase stroke risk under certain conditions. 
Of the circulus vessels, the communicating vessels have a higher occurrence 
of omission [Alpers and Berry, 1963; Riggs and Rupp, 1963; Battacharji et al., 
1967]. In a postmortem study of 350 CoW's, Alpers and Berry [1959] found that 
the PCoA was absent in 0.6% of cases, and the ACoA absent in 2% of cases. 
However, it should be noted that in all cases with an absent ACoA, the left and 
right ACA1 fused, and later separated into the left and right ACA2 at a variable 
distance. Thes added change has the effect of partly ameliorating the missing 
ACoA. These abnormalities are shown in Figure 1.5. 
Alpers and Berry [1959] found that it is also the communicating vessels that 
are most likely to be appear string-like, a classification referring to a vessel with 
an external diameter less than 1mm. In 96 of the 350 circles studied string-like 
vessels were found, of which the PCoA was the most common. The ACoA was 
also found to be string-like in 10 of the circles studied, however this abnormality 
was often combined with duplication of the ACoA. The ACA1 was also found to 
be string-like in 8 circles. A string-like PCoA is shown in Figure 1.6. 
Accessory vessels refer to duplications or triplications of vessels associated 
with the CoW. Alpers and Berry [1959] found that such abnormalities occur most 
frequently in the anterior region of the CoW, in particular, in the ACA2 's and 
the ACoA. A triplicate ACA2 was observed in 28 of the 350 cases, and accessory 
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Figure 1.5 Absent Vessels: Absent PCoA (left); Absent ACoA with Fused ACA1(right) 
String-like 
PCoA 
Figure 1.6 String-like Vessels: String-like PCoA 
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ACoA's were observed in 30 cases. These abnormalities are shown in Figure 1.7. 
The most common vessel with an anomalous origin is the PCA2 , which on 
these occasions derives from the ipsilateral ICA instead of the EA. In this case, 
also known as a fetal PI, the ipsilateral PCAI then appears string-like, while the 
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Oupll<at" ACoA 
Figure 1.7 Accessory Vessels: Triplicate ACA 2 (left); Duplicate ACoA (right) 
ipsilateral PCoA is greatly increased in size. Alpers and Berry [1959] discovered 
this abnormality in 51 of the 350 circles studied. Figure 1.8 shows a fetal PL 
Figure 1.8 Vessels with Anomalous Origins: Fetal Pl 
While an individual possessing any of the variations discussed may, under 
normal circumstances, suffer no ill effects, there are certain clinical conditions, 
which compounded with effects of an absent or altered vessel, can lead to an 
ischaemic stroke. Hence, it is important to understand the dynamics associated 
with common abnormalities. Such data would be very useful for understanding 
potential outcomes prior to surgical or other intervention. 
1/ 1 S\I!OOTH \IUSCLR CON'T'RAC1'IO\~ AND AVI'OH.F:Gl LA'I'IO]\ 
1.4 Smooth Muscle Contraction and Autoregulation 
Despite nllY a bll0r111 ,lliLi('s , blood How !tlllst be m ,·,in t: aillcd ill rl. Light rallge to n.ll 
parts or Lhe brain. Hence, n co IlstaIlt supply or hlood and tlwr<:forc 1I11Lri 'nt is 
maintained 1.0 all parts or Lhe ce rebral mass despite variatiolls ill ,trCcn:llL riow by 
a process known ns aut.oregu lat ion. Autoreglll u.Lio Il is (lloenl mechani slIl vvherehy 
the resistallcc ill sma.ll vcssds branclling from c;lkrcnt arteries changes by eiUwr 
vasodilatioll or vasoconstriction of the smooth muscle cells surroundillg til<: vC!:iseL 
These changes are determined 10ca.lly 1,0 maill taill CO IlSLtUll cerebra l blood 11m\" 
ill that. vessel or region. 
Slliooth rnuscle cells ar c orgallised illto circula.r sheets around blood v~:ssels, C1!:i 
shown in Figure 1.9 [Purves eL aL, 1995]. \iVhCll they contract , this sheet. short(:llS 
thus reducing the diameter of the vesscllurncll. Smooth lllw,cle cells cOllt.aill thick 
filam ents ( rnyos in) : thin filam eIlts (act in) , a nd illte rmediate fil a ments actillg as 
a cytoskeleton. TIle thin hl aments arc anchored onto dense bodi es : which nre 
attached to the plasma membrane and hold ill place by in ermediate tilaments, 
as seell ill Figure 1.10 [Randal il 81, at., 2002]. 
- -7--.- Cr)fHlcc~ive tissuc' 
Figure 1.9 Arl<:rial vVa!! 
!'vlyosin a nd actin 011 the thick a lld thill filamellt.s, respect ively, aw c\.ligncd 
with each other. OIl cross-bridge formation and ATP hydrol)!sis: the myosin 
heads rotate, slidillg the actin a long the myosin, thus reducing the length of the 
muscle cpll, as shown schematically in Figure 1. 11 [Childs, 2U01 ]. 'rhe res ulL is 
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Figure 1.10 l\iignrncnL or Thick and Thin FiiartlcnLs 
Slllootli Illll:-iclc cotlLractiuIl. 
Smooch mllscle cell contraction is illitiaLed by all illcrease ill [rI~ (' calcium iUll:-i 
(C:J2 ~ ) ill l hc cytosoL C'IIU~ring mostly Crom the ex(r :tcelhtlar flllid: blll. also Crulll 
illLcm al st.orps in t he smoplnsmic rcliculuIn (Sn). At low Ca'.! ' CO llceIl LraJic)D:-i . 
calde:mloll-Lropomyosill hinds to act in, thlls blocking t.h e IlI 'yus in hilldillg sileo 
However: at. intracellular Ca2+ cO llccnLraLiolls greater Lhan 102+M, Ca2+ cornbillC:s 
wi I.h ca lmod ulil! (Cn;\[) and the Ca'L-'--Ca~if (CaC:Vl ) com plcx binds 1.0 Crt.ldcs lll UIl , 
dissocia t.ing it froIll act in nnd t\11lS allowing association of adin with mYOS llL 
provided myosill is activated. 
For myosin and actin to form cross- bridges , myosin IYIus t. IJr ;l(tiva((~d eithc~r 
by binding Ca:i ~- , or by pllOsphorylaLiull of its Iighl chain by Llw CaCid-ckpcn c1 cI1L 
enzYllle Il\yosill light cho. iIl kin o.se (:VlLCK), at the cxpcllse of ATP. iVfyosin is l,llc~r 
dcac:t.i vaLecl by the en/;ymc myos in phosphat.a08 when Ca2+ levels Call. \Vhen 
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Filament Density 
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Contracted 
Figure 1.11 Schematic Smooth i\ lusc lc Cell 
A'J'P binds to the myosin light chain, the ATP molecule spli ts into AI. I> and a 
phosphate group, and the high energy charged myosin head b inds to Hctin formillg 
n cross-bridge . l\ext t he ADP and phosphntc escap e, resulting in it structural 
change in myosin causing the neck reg iun to brnd , sliding the iJcLin along thc~ 
myosin and sho rLrning the length or the cell. When iJtloClwr ATI) molecllie hillels 
to myosin , \.he actill and myos in dissociate. 
UnlikE~ skeletal muscle cells , smooth nl1lsc1c contraction is prolonged becanse 
0[' slow cross-bridge eycliIlg a nd an incrcas('d proportion of Lime or (Toss-bridge 
atLachrncflL ThIS is us ually explained by s moo th ml1scle cclls having I(~ss ATP-
else acLiv iLy, so that ATP hydrolysis dri ving m yosin lIl ovcmcllL is rcdltc:( ~ d. This 
process is s l1mma rised ill Figure 1.12 [San ;Vlatco CoullLy COI lllllllIli Ly College , 
2()ULj. 
1.5 Autoregulation Physiology 
There: a rc Cwo main autoregulation theories that ex plain how changcQ in How nncl 
press llJ'C act Lo change illtracellular CaH : and thus CD.l lSC' mllscle vaSO I11 otiU ll. 
12 CHA I ''I'I ':U 1 INTWJlllJCTI(:"J 
Thin filament 
@)As ATP is split into ADP and Pi' cocking 01 
the myosin head occurs 
® Working stroke-the myosin head pivots and 
bends as It pulls on the actin filament 
~~~:,,;" """ /~ '" 
(low-energy ~
configuration) 
@ As new ATP attaches to the myosin head, 
the cross bridge detaches 
Figure 1.12 SOloot.h \lusclc COlltrac tioll Dy namics 
Specifically, there are m yogelli c lWcl metabolic allLo regubtioll mechalli sms pro-
posed. Hoth t.heories explain how blood Am;.' i::; regul ated t.o InainLaill a CUllsLI Ill 
!lovv of 1l11Lricnt.s lo lhe cercbmlllJass . III reality: tlte (w t.orcgulat.ion f'lliction rnos l 
Ii b :ly OP(:I'U les d \ W to :\ comhinatioIl of both myogen it: amI metabolic: rcgu 1(\ t iml. 
Th(~ ovcrall IllCdmll is III , in either case : reslllts in IIl0dulalilig cerebral blum\ 
flow (CHF) as a r es\llt of IIl C,Ul arter ial press ure (\IAP) ch:mgt)s. As secn ill 
the clillical daLn of Figure 1.1:3 [Dirnagl and llulsin cll i, 1000] the C1. 11t orugula.-
Lion fun ction is onl ,Y efficient hclwcen :vlAP r::wgcs of npproxilliatcly 7Umndlg 
to 17()1l1l1lHg. Since t.hl' data is so widely varyillg , chi s research IIses eh(' Clll'\,( ~ 
prcs@led in Guyton a lld Hall [19!)(j] shown in Figm(~ ] 14: to approxilllaf c n~<ll 
bchaviom. 
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1.5.1 Myogenic Autoregulation 
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Myogenic autoregulation is a means of maintaining a constant flow of nutrients to 
the brain despite changes in MAP. As MAP increases, the rate of flow of nutrients 
to the cerebral mass would tend to increase. 
Q = l:-.P 
R (1.1 ) 
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where Q is the rate of blood flow through the vessel, !::"P is the change in pressure 
over the length of that vessel, and R is the resistance of the vessel to flow. 
By myogenic autoregulation, an increased MAP causes a stretch in the blood 
vessel wall, triggering contraction of the smooth muscle cells surrounding the 
vessel, thus reducing the vessel diameter and increasing the vessel resistance. 
R = 8J1.l 
7rr'2 
(1.2) 
where p, is the dynamic viscosity of blood, I is the length of the vessel, and r is 
the radius of the vessel. This increase in resistance counteracts the increase in 
MAP, thus maintaining a constant flowrate, Q, through the vessel. The converse 
situation is also true, with vessels dilating when MAP decreases, to maintain 
constant flow. 
There are several theories that explain the mechanisms that occur to couple a 
change in MAP with intracellular Ca'2+ and therefore smooth muscle activation. 
Davis et al. [1992] developed a method to stretch single smooth muscle cells 
longitudinally, and record cell currents. It was found that cell stretch induced 
biphasic, sustained depolarisations of the membrane that were proportional to the 
degree of stretch. This discovery suggests the presence of a non-specific cation 
channel. 
The stretch activated (SA) cation channel works as follows: inward current 
through the stretch-activated channel depolarises the cell membrane, which in 
turn activates voltage gated Ca2+ channels. Additionally, Ca2+ entering through 
the SA channel could trigger the release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores, or di-
rectly activate contractile machinery. Activati()n of ion channels resulting in in-
creased intracellular Ca2+ initiates smooth muscle cell contraction, as explained 
in Section 1.3. In addition, mechanical deformation is known to generate various 
intracellular second messengers that trigger calcium release and protein kinase 
activation. Phospholipase-C (PL-C) activation leads to formation of IP3 , which 
triggers Ca2+ release from intracellular stores, initiating smooth muscle contrac-
tion. Hence, the mechanical stretch caused by an increase in MAP, induces 
smooth muscle contraction. 
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Katusic et aL [1993] found that removing the endothelium from canine basilar 
arterial rings prevented the active force development induced by stretch. It was 
then thought that vascular wall stretch or distension induces the release of an 
endothelium-derived constricting factor (EDCF) from endothelial cells (EC's), 
or decreases in the endogenous release of endothelium-derived relaxing factor 
(EDRF). Rubanyi at al. [1990] concluded that pressure-induced contraction of 
canine carotid arteries was mediated by depression of EDRF synthesis/release. A 
study by Lansman et al. [1987] used a patch clamping technique to demonstrate 
a cation channel in cultured ECs that is activated by pipette suction. Activation 
of the channel by stretch at a normal resting membrane potential would then 
depolarise the EC. This depolarisation could be conducted electrotonically to the 
smooth muscle layer within the vascular wall. Hence, as above, MAP is observed 
to induce smooth muscle contraction. 
Cipolla et a1. [2002] showed that an increase in MAP leads to an increase in 
wall tension which activates various signalling pathways. This activation stim-
ulates actin polymerisation, increases formation of contractile stress fibres, and 
increases the vasomotive force production, resulting in an increased contraction. 
Therefore, although there is still much discussion among researchers as to specific 
physiological mechanisms, it is proved that arterial wall stretch induced by an 
increase in MAP, causes smooth muscle contraction. This contraction acts to 
decrease flow through the vessel, thus maintaining homeostasis. 
1.5.2 Metabolic Autoregulation 
Metabolic autoregulation is a means of maintaining a constant supply of nutrients 
to the brain despite changes in metabolism, blood oxygen content, or the rate of 
blood flow. Figure 1.15 [Guyton and Hall, 1996] shows that blood flow increases 
as arterial oxygen saturation falls, and Figure 1.16 [Guyton and Hall, 1996] shows 
that blood flow increases as the rate of metabolism increases. 
The vasodilator theory suggests that. when there is a decrease in oxygen 
delivery to the tissues, an increase in metabolism, or an increase in metabolit.e 
concentration (carbon dioxide (C02) and hydrogen ions (H+)), there is a greater 
rate of formation of a vasodilator substance, which causes smooth muscles to 
dilate thus increasing the lumen diameter and therefore the amount of blood 
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Figure 1.16 Effect of Metabolism on Blood Plow 
flow, Many different vasodilator substances have been hypothesised, such as 
adenosine, hydrogen ions, CO2 ) lactic acid, phosphate compounds, prostaglandins 
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and potassium ions (K+), the most important of which appear to be adenosine 
and hydrogen ions [Guyton and Hall, 1996]. 
Adenosine is formed from AMP derived from hydrolysis of intracellular ATP 
and ADP. Adenosine formation increases during hypoxia and increased oxygen 
consumption, especially if the latter is accompanied by inadequate oxygen deliv-
ery. Adenosine causes relaxation in small arteries by blocking Ca2+ channels. 
Carbon dioxide formation increases during states of increased oxidative metab-
olism. It readily diffuses from parenchymal cells where it is produced to the vas-
cular smooth muscle of blood vessels where it causes vasodilation. An increase in 
CO2 concentration is thought to increase cerebral blood flow by combining with 
water to form carbonic acid, which readily dissociates to form hydrogen ions. 
When oxygen delivery to the'tissue is insufficient, there is a decrease in the 
rate of oxidative phosphorylation, and an increase in anaerobic metabolism lead-
ing to an accumulation in lactic acid. Lactic acid dissociates to form hydrogen 
ions, and therefore has a vasodilatory effect, modulating vessel diameter, similar 
to CO2 . 
It is generally assumed that the increase in hydrogen ions, which occurs due 
to an excess of CO2 or an insufficient level of oxygen delivery to the tissues, 
exerts its vasodilating effect by competing for Na+ and Ca2+ channels in the 
cell membrane [Siegel et al., 1977]. Peiper and Laven [1976] suggested that the 
decrease in intracellular pH reduces the rate of cycling of cross-bridges between 
actin and myosin, thus reducing cell contraction and promoting relaxation. 
A second metabolic theory is the nutrient demand theory, which suggests that 
smooth muscle cells require oxygen (and other nutrients) to remain contracted. 
A decrease in the partial pressure of oxygen (P02) has been found to activate 
ATP-sensitive K+ channels and Ca2+-activated K+ channels in the smooth muscle 
of cerebral arteries [Gebremedhin et a1., 1994]. The resulting hyperpolarization 
limits Ca2+ influx through voltage sensitive L-type Ca2+ channels, to produce 
smooth muscle relaxation. In contrast, an increase in P02 acts to depolarize 
smooth muscle and causes vasoconstriction. 
To summarise, the metabolic theory of autoregulation says that when there 
is a decrease in nutrient delivery to, or increase in nutrient usage by the tissues, 
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there is a increase in the production of vasodilator substance,s. These substances 
interfere with cation channels in the membrane to promote smooth muscle relax-
ation, thus decreasing vessel resistance to flow and maintaining an appropriate 
rate of blood flow to the tissues. 
1.6 Physiological Considerations 
\\Then modelling the CoW, several input parameters, such as boundary pressures, 
are required, as well as clinical data detailing accepted temporal and steady state 
physiological responses to changes in arterial blood pressure. 
1.6.1 Mean Arterial Pressure, Venous Pressure, and In-
tracranial Pressure 
The cardiac cycle refers to events occurring from the beginning of one heart beat 
to the beginning of the next. It consists of a period of relaxation, called d-iastole, 
during which the heart fills with blood, followed by a period of contraction, called 
systole. Figure 1.17 shows the variation of pressure over one heartbeat [Klabunde, 
2004]. 
Figure 1.17 Pressure Variations over one Heartbeat 
MAP is required as an input to the model as the pressure boundary con-
dition upstream of the afferent vessels. It is determined by direct or indirect 
measurement of arterial pressure, but can be approximated by Equation 1.3: 
1 
MAP = Pdiastole + 3 (Psystole - Pdiastole) (1.3) 
I.U PIIYSIOLOCIC;\L C:ONSI D FR.AT IO'\S Hl 
I, 'or example, elll ar terial pressure of 130/b5 refers Lo a systolic prcs:mrc of 13UIllIUl [g, 
(lIld a diasLolic preSSLIre of (:35, giving a MAP of lUUmmHg, by i:::quaLioIl 1.:3. No[,c 
th a t !\1AP is lloL simply all average of s,'y':-; tolic and dia~'i tolic pressure, since c\ming 
t he COLIrSC of one cardiac cycle, morc (imc is spent in di as Lole th<Ul sysLok 
MAP is typically approximately 7U-liUOllllnHg, b111 this value varips \vit.h age. 
At birth , ;v[A P is llsllall,Y lower, at approximately 50-o(Jmmlfg, and by ag;(~ t\U 
ivIAP ha.s t,/pic;dly riS(~1l Lo approxill1atdy 120mmHg. The si gnific(\cll ( rise in MA [> 
by age OU, is dlle largely to the incrcas (,~ in s,ystolic p[,(~s::Jure caused bv hardening 
of t.he arLeries, or a LhcrosclE:rosis. Figm e 1.ll'S illustrates MAP variatiolls wit h 
age: [Guy tOil and Hall, 1900]. 
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80 
Fur the body to function properly, the IW<-1lt lwcds v) pump blo()d aL Ct suf-
ficient, rate te) maintain all adequate ane! contimlO1IS Sllpply of oxygen and ot hcr 
nutrien ts to the brain and other vital orgaIls. Cardiac output rders to (h (' amo Ll nt 
of blood Pllmped by the hear t per IllimlLe. 1L is iJ function or the volume of hlood 
pumped by Lhe heart during each cOniracLioll (stroke 'uol lLine. ) , alld the IlUlllht~r or 
Lillles t he hear !. beaLs per minutc, (hUl,rl raL c) . . A norrtwj resting cardiilc OllLpllt 
is approxillw tc:ly 5L/lllillUtC. F igure 1.19 shows how cardiac: oUlput varies wiLh 
,VlAP [Gllyt.01! and Hall, 1096]. ]\otc that aL it jV1:\I' of 17UlllmHg, the cardiac 
uuLp ut begins Lo drop off, and by 2GOllllUHg, the cmdiac: Olltpu t lws blllell 10 
7.Cro. 
VellOUs pressure , also called central venous pressure, is the boulldary pressure 
llscd downstream or the eITcrnnt vessels. Normal values ran ge from 2 Lo 7rmnf-lg. 
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Figure 1.19 Normal Range of MAP 
Intracranial pressure is the pressure 'within the rigid skull. It usually ranges 
between 5 and 13mmHg, but rises dramatically as intracranial volume increases 
due to injury. 
1.6.2 Clinical Data 
In addition to the steady state data of Figures 1.4 and 1.14, clinical data de-
tailing the temporal response of efferent vessels to changes in input parameters 
is required. This data was obtained from thigh cuff experiments performed by 
Newell et al. [1994]. 
Newell et al. [1994] performed experiments in which a rapid step change in 
blood pressure was induced by inflating blood pressure cuffs around both thighs of 
a patient to 20mmHg above the patients systolic blood pressure for 3 minutes, and 
then deflating them. During the experiment, the percentage change and duration 
of the time-dependent velocity profiles were measured using Transcranial Doppler 
(TeD) recordings of the MeA. As observed in Figure 1.20, releasing cuff pressure 
resulted in a 20% drop in blood pressure, where the MeA took approximately 20 
seconds to return to normal flow conditions. 
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Prior research has resulted in a variety of computational solutions. Hillen et 
al. [1988] created a simple model valid solely for the steady state. This model 
represented the peripheral resistances of the CoW as lumped blocks with a ratio 
of 6:3:4 for the ACA2 , MCA and PCA2 resistances respectively. This ratio was 
chosen to inversely approximate the brain masses supplied by the corresponding 
arteries. However, the model has limited clinical application due to its lack of 
autoregulation mechanisms and dynamic response. 
Cassot et al. [2000] developed a linear model of the CoW. This model ne-
glected the effects of autoregulation of the cerebral vascular bed in maintaining 
optimal efferent flow conditions to the cerebral mass. Piechnik et al. [2002] con-
cluded that this model made unrealistic assumptions of a passive resistor model 
of the downstream vascular bed, rather than including dynamic autoregulation 
as seen clinically. 
Ferrandez et al. [2002] created a 2-dimensional model using CFD. This model 
incorporates autoregulation by modelling the arterioles, downstream of the ef-
ferent arteries, as porous blocks with variable resistors governed by a PI feed-
back controller. However, the dynamic resistance model is not accurate because 
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changes are made to the resistance even when the correct reference Howrate has 
been obtained. This approach also requires a significant amount of computational 
effort due to the higher dimensional CFD employed, resulting in a long solution 
time that is not suitable for a simple, diagnostic tooL 
Lodi and Ursino [1999] model autoregulation by dynamically controlling the 
compliance of chambers based on volume changes. However, the model does not 
solve for equilibrium between flow and autoregulation changes. Hence, it ignores 
the transient dynamics that the current research focuses on. Hudetz et al. [1982] 
incorporate autoregulation with integral control based on pressures and fiowrates, 
similar to the current research. This model also focuses on the long-term steady 
state response, and therefore does not seek to capture the crucial dynamics as to 
how that state is achieved. 
Chapter 2 
Basic Model 
To perfectly model the full distribution of blood throughout the cerebral mass, 
every vessel out to the smallest arterioles would be incorporated in the model. 
The CoW supplies a large network of interconnected vessels, which branch from 
the circulus efferent vessels. In this study, a basic model of the CoW is cre-
ated in which the vessels supplying cerebral tissue have been reduced to the six 
main efferent vessels labelled in Figure 1.2, due to lack of physiological data, as 
well as for geometric simplicity and reduced computation. The model is shown 
schematically in Figure 2.1, and includes efferent and afferent vessels and a sign 
convention for flow. 
2.1 Fluid Dynamics 
Due to the relatively small diameters of the blood vessels comprising the CoW 
and the velocity of blood flowing through them, the Reynolds numbers are ap-
proximately 200. As this value is well below the transition to turbulence, laminar 
flow may be assumed throughout the model. While it is generally accepted that 
blood is a non-Newtonian fluid, models that incorporate its behaviour, such as the 
Carreau-Yasuda model or the Casson model [Collins, 1961], predict an infinite 
shear viscosity that is approached above shear rates of 100s-1 . Initial simula-
tions indicated that shear rates throughout the Co\i\T are well above this 100s-1 
threshold, so a Newtonian fluid can be assumed. 
The CoW can be modelled as a one-dimensional structure with laminar, vis-
cous and incompressible flow [Moorhead et al., 2004]. Per the assumption made 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of the Basic CoW Model 
by Ferrandez et al. [2002] and Moorhead et al. [2004J, the flow in any arterial 
element is assumed to be Newtonian and axi-symmetric. Therefore, it can be 
modelled by the Poiseuille Equation for flow in a tube, where the flowrate, Q, 
is proportional to the pressure gradient along the vessel and the inverse of the 
vessel resistance to blood flow, as shown in Equation 1.1, and repeated here for 
clarity. 
Q= 6.P 
R (2.1) 
In addition, resistance is a function of vessel length, radius and the dynamic 
viscosity of blood, as repeated here. 
(2.2) 
Equations 2.1 and 2.2 are applied to each arterial element and combined 
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with equations for the conservation of mass at each vessel junction into a matrix 
equation: 
(2.3) 
where A is a matrix containing resistances for each arterial element, x is a state 
vector containing flowrates through those arteries and nodal pressures at the end 
of the arteries such that x(t) = {ql ... q16, P1 ... P7}, and b is a vector containing 
arterial and venous boundary pressures. Note that if the afferent pressures in b, 
which drive the system, change dynamically, a time-varying system is created. 
The state vector x, then also becomes time-dependent, as the solution varies with 
each deviation in afferent pressure. 
A(x(t))x(t) = b(t) (2.4) 
The system in Equation 2.4 more accurately represents typical behaviour, as 
these afferent mean arterial input pressures are not typically constant. 
2.2 Physiological Parameters 
Data for arterial length and radius is found from known physiological data [Fer-
randez et a1., 2002] representing an average for the human population, and is 
shown in Table 2.1. The resulting resistances are calculated using Equation 2.2. 
In Figure 2.1, afferent and circulus arteries are shown with cons tan t resis-
tances, as it is assumed that smooth muscle cell induced constriction and dila-
tion of the artery walls does not occur to a significant degree in large, relatively 
rigid cerebral arteries [Fung, 1990]. Since the model uses the Poiseuille flow 
approximation, where the resistance of an arterial segment is inversely propor-
tional to the fourth power of the radius of the vessel, small changes in the radius 
of small peripheral arteries causes the greatest changes in resistance, and thus 
flowrate. Efferent arteries are consequently shown with time-varying resistances 
that represent the combined resistance to flow of the smaller arteries and arteri-
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Table 2.1 Reference Artery Lengths, Radii and Resistances 
Vessel Radius Length· Resistance 
mm mm Nsm-5 
BA 2 30 17 
rCA 2 250 139 
PCAl 1.5 20 35 
PCoA 0.5 20 2852 
ACAl 1.25 20 73 
ACoA 0.5 5 71 
PCA2* 1.5 70 5300 
MCA* 1.75 70 4000 
ACA2* 1.25 i 50 8000 
-k The peripheral resistances have been added to the efferent vessels 
oles downstream of the CoW. 
These time-varying efferent resistors are capable of variations in resistance 
of between 5% and 195% of the 'normal' resistance [van der Zwan et al., 1993; 
Newell et al., 1994; Ferrandez et al., 2002; Gao et al., 1998; Mancia and Mark, 
1983]. This variation corresponds to changes in arterial radius of up to 40% using 
Equation 2.2. Hence, upper and lower bounds can be used in these time-varying 
resistances, R, such that: 
(1 - 0.95)Rref ~ R ~ (1 + 0.95)Rref (2.5) 
The combination of vessel resistance and time varying peripheral resistance in 
the ACA2 , MCA, and PCA2 is set to approximate the ratio 6:3:4 in the 'normal' 
flow state [Hillen et al., 1986]. This ratio between the total resistances of each of 
the efferent vessels is approximately inversely proportional to the cerebral mass 
each efferent vessel supplies. 
2.3 Autoregulation Model 
The autoregulation process can be described by a relatively simple feedback con-
trol system, where the control input, u(t), is a function of the flowrate error, e 
from a reference value, at that timestep. The error triggers the autoregulation 
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response modelled by the controller, causing a change in resistance that results 
in a modified flowrate. This process is shown schematically in Figure 2.2, where 
the plant is the time-varying flow and the controller is the time-varying resistor, 
and is defined: 
J--_e --l1lll'1 Co nlTo lIen----u---lI1I* Plant 
Q 
Figure 2.2 PID Controller 
J de u(t) = Kpe+Ki e+Kd dt (2.6) 
where Kp , Ki and Kd represent proportional, integral and derivative control gains 
respectively, and are found by matching the time-dependent velocity profiles ob-
tained from the experiments of Newell et al. [1994], described previously. 
The various components of the PID controller operate on various aspects of 
the error. For example, consider the error in flowrate after a step change in pres-
sure has been induced. As time passes, an error profile develops, representing the 
difference between the actual flowrate and the desired flowrate. The proportional 
gain acts on the absolute magnitude of that error; the derivative gain acts on the 
slope of the error profile thus reacting most strongly to changes in flowrate; and 
the integral gain acts on the cumulative running sum of the absolute error. vVhen 
these three control components are combined in the right proportions, a ilowrate 
profile can be created which matches the clinical data presented in Figure 1.20. 
The dynamic behaviour of the peripheral resistance modelling the autoreg-
ulation process of the time-varying resistance can be described by a simple first 
order system: 
. 1 1 
R = -(Rref - R) + -u(t) 
T T 
(2.7) 
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where T is the time constant of the autoregulatory response, Rand Rrej are 
the actual and reference resistances of the efferent artery respectively, and l£(t) 
is a control input defined by Equation 2.6. It should be noted that this model 
differs from that of Ferrandez et al. [2002], where in their case the dynamics were 
described: 
. 1 1 
R = -(R) + _·u(t) 
T T 
(2.8) 
However the Ferrandez equation would continue to alter the control resistance 
even though the now is at the correct level. In contrast the present model provides 
for this, since when Q = Qrej and u(t) = 0, R = Rrej, as expected, which was 
not the case with the model of Ferrandez et al. 
2.4 Numerical Solution 
Initially, the reference resistances and fiowrates are calculated using the steady 
state, 'normal' balanced configuration case. The given geometry may include 
circulus vessel omissions or string-like vessels. The solution method for the basic 
model is summarised in Figure 2.3. 
At each time step, inner iterations between Equations 2.4 and 2.7 are used to 
find the equilibrium solution for the combined system of equations at that time 
step. To determine the efferent fiowrates at each time-step, the control input for 
each vessel is calculated as in Equation 2.6 using the nowrate obtained from the 
previous solution of Equation 2.4 and comparing it to the reference fiowrate. Ef-
ferent resistances are then recalculated thus giving an improved estimate of those 
resistance values. This value is then inspected to ensure it is within physiological 
limitations as set by Equation 2.5, and saturated if it exceeds the imposed limits. 
Using the improved resistance values, the fiowrates for the current time-step can 
be recalculated. This process of obtaining improved resistance values and calcu-
lating corresponding fiowrates is continued until the resistance and fiowrates do 
not change between iterations, representing simultaneous satisfaction of Equa-
tions 2.4 and 2.7, indicating equilibrium for that time step in ensured. Each time 
step is solved this way until the final time is reached. Note that when the efferent 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of the Batiic CoW Model 
ftowrate is at its reference value, the control input tends to zero and a steady 
state response is achieved until the next perturbation of the afferent pressures. 
The overall system model allows for many variations in circle geometry. To 
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simulate an absent vessel, the resistance of that vessel is set to a large value 
ensuring negligible flow through that segment. Similarly, simulation of string-
like vessels can be performed by setting resistances to as much as sixteen times 
their original value to account for their narrower vessel radius. An increase in 
resistance of sixteen times is equivalent to a decrease in artery radius of 50% 
[Lodder et al., 1996]. 
Alterations of the afferent pressure time-dependent profiles are also easily 
simulated. These simulations have been used to model rapid pressure drops 
caused by a stenosis and/or surgical procedures such as a carotid endarterectomy, 
gradual pressure drops due to blood loss, and sinusoidal variations in pressure. 
Therefore, several combinations of clinically verified geometries and situations 
can be modelled using far less computational effort than similar models using 
higher dimensional CFD. The result is a potentially significant input to clinical 
decision-making. 
2.5 Methods and Case Studies 
The complete CoW is modelled with venous pressures of 4mmHg and an arterial 
pressure drop from 93mmHg to 73mmHg in the RICA using the specific arterial 
resistances from Ferrandez et al. [2000]. Due to lack of data for the response of 
the ACA2 and the PCA2 , these arteries were assumed to have a similar, approx-
imately 20 second, response time. 
The time constant is taken to be T = 3 seconds [Ferrandez et al., 2000], and 
the proportional, integral, and derivative gains were of the order 0.1, 10, and 
0.01, respectively. All reference values for flow are calculated using the balanced 
configuration of the CoW under 'normal' flow conditions. Figure 2.4 illustrates 
the 20% pressure drop and 20 second response time of the RMCA that was 
matched to the physiological data of Newell et al. [1994]. 
Simulations are carried out for the balanced configuration and each case where 
a single circulus vessel is omitted. In all cases, where only one vessel in the CoW 
was removed, the system is able to obtain the reference efferent flowrates upon 
simulation of a surgical procedure causing a temporal pressure drop of approxi-
mately 20% in the RICA. To reach the reference flowrates the flow is redirected 
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Figure 2.4 Comparison of Basic Model MCA Response to 20% Pressure Drop in RICA with 
Newell Data 
as a result of independently changing resistance in the vascular bed of each effer-
ent artery - the autoregulation function. In each case, these resistances remained 
within the 95% variation limit. Throughout the simulations, good correlation be-
tween this work and the work of Ferrandez et a1. [2000] was observed, as shown 
in Table 2,2, 
Table 2.2 Comparison of Results with Ferrandez 
Balanced Configuration 
Absent LPCA l 
Absent LPCoA 
Absent LACA1 
Absent ACoA 
Absent RACA l 
Absent RPCoA 
Absent RPCA l 
% drop in RMCA flow after 20% pressure drop in RICA 
:Ferrandez Basic Model 
18 19 
Not simulated 19 
18 19 
18 20 
18 20 
20 
20 
Not simulated I 
21 
19 
19 
The results displayed in the remainder of this research use a bar chart format. 
Resistances and flowrates have been normalised to the LICA in the balanced 
configuration case, such that the flowrates through each vessel are shown in a 
comparative, rather than an absolute sense. The x-axis follows the circle clockwise 
starting at the BA, with flowrates through afferent and circulus arteries shown 
on the left, and flowrates through efferent arteries on the right. Bars below the 
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x-axis indicate that flow is in the opposite direction to that assumed by the sign 
convention in Figure 2.1. Schematic figures show flow directions after the pressure 
drop, where solid arrows indicate a change in direction of flow from the steady 
state, pre-pressure drop case, and open arrows indicate that the flow direction 
has not changed. 
2.6 Results and Discussion 
2.6.1 Balanced Configuration 
The 'normal' flow balanced configuration case with resistance values taken from 
physiological data [Ferrandez et al., 2000] are used as a baseline for analysing 
results. This case shows zero flowrate through the ACoA and equal flowrates 
across each of the left and right sections of the circle. The symmetry in the flow 
is due to the symmetrical nature of the resistances in the circle and the incoming 
flows. The high PCoA resistances (160 times higher than ICA) dominate the flow 
pattern reducing the flow to a minimal amount in these elements, and result in 
the BA supplying the efferent PCA's, and the ICA's supplying the efferent MCA's 
and ACA's. These results are in good agreement with the accepted physiological 
response [Newell et aL, 1994]. 
A stenosis or occlusion in the RICA is simulated by a pressure drop from 
93 to 73 mmHg, and the resulting normalised flowrates are shown in Figure 
2.5. When compared to the normal flow case, the asymptotic flowrate after 
stenosis/occlusion dropped in the RICA with increased flow in the LICA and, to 
a lower extent, in the BA, to supply the efferent flowrate required. The flowrate 
in the LICA increased by 60% while the flowrate in the BA increased by 23%. 
The pressure change in the RICA also causes a change in the direction of flow 
through the RPCoA and RACA l resulting in a clockwise flow throughout the 
anterior regions of the circle, delivering flow from the LICA through the ACoA 
to the starved RMCA. Lastly, note that all efferent arteries recover reference 
flowrates after the pressure drop. 
The step change in pressure from 93mmHg to 73mmHg in the RICA, results 
in significant changes in the flowrate and the pressure differential in the RMCA. 
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Figure 2.5 Normalised Flowrate through the CoW before and after Pressure Drop, in the 
Balanced Configuration Case 
This result is expected because the RMCA is the first of the efferent vessels to 
be supplied by the RICA. More specifically, the flowrate dropped 18% and took 
approximately 20 seconds to return to its original value, as seen in Figure 2.6. 
The RACA2 also had a significant change in flowrate of approximately 17% when 
the pressure drop occurs. 
2.6.2 Absent ACoA 
An absent or restricted ACoA is a common physiological condition [Alpers et al., 
1959]. Under (normal' conditions an absent ACoA poses no threat to brain func-
tion as shown by the flowrate of zero in the ACoA in the balanced configuration 
under 'normal' flow conditions. The complication of the omission of the ACoA is 
only significant under flow conditions such as a stenosis or occlusion of an afferent 
artery, where other arteries are absent, or where there is asymmetry in the circle. 
Unlike the balanced case, the simulated stenosis/ occlusion in the RICA in 
the absent ACoA case results in little change from the 'normal' flow case. The 
reason for the low change is that the RICA is now required, in conjunction with 
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Figure 2.6 Efferent Arterial Response to Stenosis of the RICA, in the Balanced Configuration 
Case. Right Efferent Response (top); Left Efferent Response (bottom) 
the BA, to supply all of the efferent vessels on the right side (RACA2 ) RPCA2 , 
and RMCA). More specifically) the flow from the LICA cannot be rerouted though 
the ACoA, and the RPCoA assists only minimally in meeting the right efferent 
demands because of its very high resistance. Flow in the left portion of the brain 
is virtually unaffected by the stenosis/occlusion in the RICA. The flow through 
both ACA2 's are exactly the same as the 'normal' flow case, showing the anterior 
section of the brain to be unaffected by this pressure drop. 
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After a stenosis/occlusion, the flow through the RPCA1 was higher than 
through the LPCA1 (symmetrical in the steady state case). This observation is 
a result of compensation for the pressure drop in the RICA by the BA, which 
delivers blood at a higher rate through the RPCA1 and RPCoA to supply the 
RMCA. It can thus be seen that the communicating arteries playa more signifi-
cant role when the geometry is unbalanced in this fashion, as seen in the flowrate 
changes of Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7 Normalised Flowrate through the CoW before and after Pressure Drop - Absent 
ACoA 
2.6.3 Absent ACA1 
This case was very similar to an absent ACoA response with very little difference 
between the 'normal flow' and stenosis/occlusion situations, especially in the left 
portion of the brain. The only significant response immediately after the RICA 
stenosis/occlusion was in the adjoining RMCA, where the flowrate dropped 21% 
before returning to its asymptotic value. In both the absent RACA 1 and LACA1 
'normal' flow cases, the flowrate through the ACoA is much higher than any other 
case and over five times higher than the next highest ACoA flowrate. 
From all the cases where the geometry of the CoW is missing a single ves-
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sel, the LACA1 case showed the largest immediate drop in flowrate through the 
RACA2 when the pressure drop was simulated, with a drop of 21 %. Flow through 
both ACA2's was also significantly affected, but returns to the desired flowrate. 
Also of interest, was that the stenosis/occlusion had absolutely no effect on the 
flow in the LMCA. The absence of the LACA1 and the high resistance in the 
LPCoA essentially isolates the LMCA. Of the flow supplied by the LICA, only 
5% is diverted away from the LMCA through the LPCoA to this artery. 
2.6.4 Absent PCoA 
Missing either of the PCoA's has little effect in the 'normal flow' case due to their 
high resistances. An absent LPCoA has less effect than an absent RPCoA in the 
right side stenosis /occlusion case, as it is the furthest of the circle vessels from the 
pressure drop. Hence, the response is very similar to the balanced case with the 
only significant difference being the flow through the ACoA. An absent RPCoA 
does not increase the BA flow, as in the balanced case and absent LPCoA case, 
as an increased BA flow cannot compensate for the reduced RICA flow with 
the RPCoA vessel missing. Immediately following the stenosis/occlusion, the 
RMCA is most affected in both the absent left and right PCoA cases, as it is in 
the balanced case, with the PCA2 's the least affected. 
2.6.5 Absent PCAI 
With the RPCA1 missing, the BA cannot supply the RPCA2 as it would in 
all other cases. Consequently, the flowrate through the BA is over 45% less 
than the other omitted artery cases already discussed in both the 'normal flow' 
and stenosis/occlusion situations. There is a much larger response to the RICA 
pressure drop in the RPCA2 than in any other case with a reduction of 31 % before 
autoregulation returns it to the asymptotic flow state. There was no change in the 
flowrate through the RPCoA between 'normal flow' and stenosis/occlusion cases, 
however the fiowrate was over 20 times higher than any of the other absentee 
cases. 
As in the absent RPCA1 case, the BA flowrate is much lower in the absent 
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LPCA1 CaBe than in any other cases. The flowrate demanded from the LICA was 
highest in this absentee situation. The stenosis/occlusion case demanded a 44% 
increase in Oowrate through the LICA from the 'normal' flow case. The LICA 
supplies the efferent LMCA and LPCA2 , and the BA supplies the RPCA2 and 
RMCA. In the 'normal' flow case the LACA2 is supplied by the LICA, and supply 
from the LICA also reaches the RACA2 . With the reduction in flow in the RICA 
due to the pressure drop, the RACA2 and even the RMCA need to obtain a part 
of their demand from the LICA. 
2.6.6 Stroke Risk Case 
All the prior cases with a single omitted artery were able to maintain the reference 
fiowrate in all the efferent arteries,' showing the robustness of the CoW system as a 
whole. This case represents a realistic situation of increased stroke risk where the 
autoregulation process cannot keep the efferent fiowrates at the desired level. A 
situation is modelled in which there are decreases in radius of the LICA and RlCA 
of 50% and 40% respectively,· and the LPCA1 is missing [Lodder et al., 1996]. 
This case represents a situation where the individual would be hypertensive to 
maintain proper flow to the cerebral mass, and the present model detected this. 
When a pressure drop is simulated representing the effects of a stenosis, the 
LPCA2 cannot return to its reference flow value representing a potential stroke, 
as shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9. 
This failure to return to reference fiowrate occurs because the resistance of the 
LPCA2 cannot be further decreased since the maximum radius of the artery has 
been reached as a result of the autoregulation process model. The final flowrate 
is 8.5% lower than desired leading to reduced perfusion and higher stroke risk 
for this type of input. Note that the other efferent arteries all return to their 
asymptotic values. 
2.7 Summary 
A 1D CFD model of the CoW has been created to study autoregulation of cerebral 
blood flow for clinical events, such as occlusions or stenosis in afferent arteries, 
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Figure 2.8 Normalised Flowrate through the CoW before and after Pressure Drop - Stroke 
Risk Case 
absent or string-like circle vessels, or arterial infarctions. The model is a signifi-
cant advancement over pre-existing models in its incorporation of inner iterations 
at each solution timestep to find the equilibrium state, within physiological lim-
itations. The addition of the inner iterations recognises the non-linearity of the 
cerebral circulatory system and the autoregulation process in particular. Time 
varying resistance accounts for vasodilation and vasoconstriction of the efferent 
arteries such that a constant fiowrate to the cerebral territories can be obtained 
after occlusion/stenosis in any afferent artery. 
Results show good correlation with prior results using higher dimensional 
CFD [Ferrandez et al., 2000] with the same physiological data [Newell et al., 
1994]. The time-dependent velocity profiles in the MCA were matched to give 
a 20% decrease in flowrate, followed by approximately 20 seconds to return to 
steady state conditions in response to a stenosis/occlusion in the RICA. The 
solution for the CoW arterial system is obtained in a far shorter time period using 
this time-varying resistance model than with higher dimensional CFD methods, 
and requires significantly less computational effort while retaining a high level of 
accuracy. 
The model created has simulated the omission of any single circulus artery 
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Figure 2.9 Efferent Arterial Response to Stenosis of the RICA, in the Balanced Configuration 
Case. Right Efferent Response (top); Left Efferent Response (bottom) 
and found that no such omission leads to failure in reaching the required efferent 
fiowrates for a RICA occlusion. This result highlights the known robustness of 
the Co\V system in supplying the cerebral mass territories. A physiologically 
realistic case in which there is failure to reach the reference efferent fiowrates was 
developed and simulated. \Vhile this particular case is not especially probable, 
it highlights the effectiveness of this model as a tool for determining potential 
outcomes of surgical or other therapies. 
The model requires more physiologically accurate models, including metabolic 
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and! or myogenic models of autoregulation. In addition, the resistance limits 
require further examination, to determine the physical limits of autoregulation. 
Lastly, more clinical verification is required, which will also involve the modelling 
of a greater variety of potential CoW geometries, including more combinations 
of absent arteries. 
Chapter 3 
Validation of ID Model 
A 3D CFD model of autoregulation was created by S.M. Moore and is used to 
validate the 1D model [Moore et a1., 2004]. The geometry required to develop 
the 1D and 3D computational domain was based on a MRA of an individual's 
cerebro-vasculature that is shown in Figure 1.1. It is observed that some of the 
arteries comprising the circle such as the PCoAs and the ACoA are not visible in 
the searl. As the scan implicitly detects blood flow through the arterial network, 
there was little or no blood flow through these arteries. These arteries therefore, 
were artificially placed into the circle at physiologically appropriate locations with 
the diameters obtained from Hillen et a1. [1986]. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic 
CoW used for both 1D and 3D models. Note that it is different than the model 
in Figure 2.1 with additional small efferent vessels. 
3.1 3D Model 
The computational domain for the 3D model was created by forming a mesh from 
the CAD model based on the MRA scan of Figure 1.1. The mesh was comprised 
of a total of approximately 351 000 tetrahedral elements, ranging in size from 
Imm near the ICA and BA inlets, to 0.05mm in the ACoA. The efferent arteries 
continually branch and decrease in size downstream of the circle to the capillary 
bed. Because of the inability of the MRA scans to pick up this detail and the 
computing power it would require to solve the fluid flow equations for the whole 
arterial bed, attempting to model the entire capillary bed throughout the brain 
is not currently possible. 
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Figure 3.1 CoW Schematic 
Ferrandez et a1. [2002] developed a 2D CFD model of the circle of Willis with 
the novel approach of using a porous block to represent the effects of the capillary 
bed. This approach was used here with the major efferent arteries terminated a 
short distance downstream of the circle with a porous block. The porous block 
represents a resistance to the flow in much the same way as the capillary bed, so 
realistic representations of the flow can be obtained. 'I'he resulting solid model 
is shown in Figure 3,2, 
3.2 3D Fluid Model 
Blood flow through the CoW is unsteady, incompressible and viscous. Therefore, 
with the assumptions of laminar blood flow in the COW the governing equations, 
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of the autoregulation mechanism. To solve this system of equations the finite 
volume method was chosen, which is a control volume based technique to convert 
the governing equations into an algebraic form that can be solved numerically 
[Collins, 196:1.]. 
The peripheral resistances of the porous blocks are incorporated into the 
CFD model by defining them in the same manner as a porous zone, requiring a 
permeability k as one of the input parameters. To relate the permeability to the 
peripheral resistance, R, a modified form of Darcy's law is used [Collins, 1961]: 
(3.3) 
where r is the radius of the porous block and L is its length. To connect to the 
efferent arteries the radii of the porous blocks were matched to the radii of the 
arteries and the lengths of the blocks were arbitrarily chosen to be equal to twice 
the radius. Darcy's Law is associated with the volume-averaged properties of a 
flow, but it can be incorporated into the Navier Stokes equations, producing the 
Brinkman Equation [Collins, 1961]: 
(3.4) 
where Ii is an effective viscosity. In the simulations performed, the two terms on 
the right hand side of Equation 3.4 are already incorporated into the momen-
tum equation, however the implementation of the term on the left hand side can 
be incorporated by introducing it as a momentum source vector. Assuming an 
isotropic permeability of the porous block, the momentum equation is then mod-
ified "\lith an additional momentum source to represent the effects of the porous 
block. 
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3.3 Solution Method 
Figure 3.3 compares the solution algorithms for the ID and 3D models. It is clear 
that despite using the same equations to model the autoregulation mechanism, 
the algorithms differ in terms of how the equations are implemented in their 
discretised form. The major difference is that the ID model uses the flow error 
for the current time step as the control input, whereas the 3D model uses the 
flow error from the previous timestep. 
In using the flow error for the current time step a number of inner iterations 
need to be performed with the ID model to ensure equilibrium between the flow 
solution and the peripheral resistances for every time step. To determine the 
efferent ftowrates at each time-step, the control input for each vessel is calculated 
using the flowrate obtained from the previous inner iteration solution at that 
timestep, or the previous timestep in the case of the first inner iteration. Efferent 
resistances are then recalculated using the control input, thus giving an improved 
estimate of the resistance value using Equation 2.7. This value is then inspected 
to ensure it is within physiological limitations of 95% and saturated if it exceeds 
the limits. Using the improved resistance values, the flowrates for the current 
time-step can be recalculated. This process of obtaining improved resistance 
values and calculating corresponding flowrates is continued until the resistance 
and flowrates do not change between iterations, representing convergence. Note 
that when the efferent flowrate is at its reference value, the control input tends 
to zero and a steady state response is achieved until the next perturbation of the 
afferent pressures, as expected. 
With the 3D model this inner iteration is not possible. Even though the 
solution of the Navier Stokes equations is an iterative procedure, altering the 
peripheral resistances and thus the momentum source vector for every iteration 
would effectively mean that a different system of equations would be solved each 
iteration. This approach would lead to divergence and therefore the flow error 
from the previous time step is used in the implementation of the autoregulation 
mechanism for the 3D modeL Note that if the time steps are much smaller than 
the autoregulation time constant, T, there should be little difference in the 3D 
model. 
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ID 
:Figure 3.3 Comparison of iD and 3D solution methods 
3.4 Reference Fluxes and Resistances 
The autoregulation mechanism to perturbations of the efferent flows 
from their reference value. To obtain realistic models of the flow, the evaluation 
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of these reference fluxes is critically important. Once the reference fluxes are 
determined, the reference resistances follow directly, as for each efferent artery 
its reference resistance, Rref, is defined: 
R - Pref - Pv 
ref - Q 
ref 
(3.6) 
where P v is the venous pressure boundary condition and P ref is the pressure 
on the upstream side of the porous block once the reference flowrate has been 
reached. Hillen et al. [1986] suggested a total influx into the circle of Willis 
of 12.5 cm3/sec, and a peripheral resistance ratio of 6:3:4 for the ACA, MCA 
and PCA's respectively. For the smaller AChA and SCbA arteries, less is known 
and Hillen did not include these arteries. Therefore, a resistance ratio of 75:75 
is defined, which produces similar pressures on the upstream side of the porous 
blocks as the other major efferent arteries and contributes less than 5% of the 
total efferent flux. 
Evaluation of the steady state reference fluxes requires an iterative procedure 
that was performed on the 3D model. This process involved altering the per-
meability of the porous blocks with afferent pressures of 100mmHg and efferent 
pressures of 10mmHg until a total flux of 12.5 cm3/sec was achieved with the 
resistance ratio of 6:3:4:75:75. These reference fluxes were then used in the ID 
model. 
However, there is a disagreement in the two models as to the resistances 
required to produce the reference fluxes, because the 3D model predicts a greater 
loss in blood pressure travelling through the vessels comprising the circle than the 
ID model. As a result, the pressure on the upstream side of the porous block is 
lower in the 3D model, resulting in a lower reference resistance once the reference 
flux is obtained. Using the 3D reference resistances in the ID model results in 
efferent fluxes greater than the reference. Hence, to obtain the unique solution 
set of reference resistances for the ID model, an iterative procedure was carried 
out where efferent reference resistances were altered until the 3D efferent fluxes 
were obtained. 
Previously, 1]) efferent resistances were obtained from Hillen [1988], and were 
8,4, and 5.3 GNcms-5 respectively for the ACA2 , MCA and PCA2 . As previously 
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mentioned, Hillen et al. [1986, 1988] did not study the AChA or SCbA, so to 
obtain the 12.5crn3s-1 flux and include these extra vessels, resistance values were 
altered from the 3D model, as previously described. Table 3.1 shows the reference 
fluxes and resistances that are used throughout the rest of this study. Note that 
the difference in resistance is relatively minor for the major efferent vessels. 
Table 3.1 Reference Flowrates and Resistances used in CFD Simulations 
Artery Reference Flux 1 D Reference Resistance 3D Reference Resistance 
cm3s-1 x1011 Ncms-5 x1011 Ncms-5 
ACA2 1.277 8.428 7.37 
MeA 2.798 3.942 3.66 
peA, ~3 5.458 4.89 
AChA2 0.090 106.123 92.73 
SCbA2 0.092 105.120 95.64 
3.5 Results and Discussion 
The 1D and 3D models were subjected to a 20 mrnHg pressure drop in the RICA 
to observe the transient response for an ideal configuration. A configuration with 
an absent ipsilateral ACA1 was also simulated to compare models for a common 
pathological condition of CoW geometry. 
3.5.1 Balanced Configuration 
Figure 3.4 illustrates the changes in efferent flux for both the ipsilateral and 
contralateral sides of the CoW. It is clear that the efferent fluxes for both 1D 
and 3D are virtually identical. Some important features of the pressure drop 
in the RICA are that it only has the effect of reducing the efferent flowrate in 
the anterior ipsilateral arteries it supplies, with the remaining vessels virtually 
undisturbed from their reference values. 
Differences between the models become more apparent when the peripheral 
resistances and the flux distribution throughout the circle are considered. Figure 
3.5 shows the peripheral resistances of the ipsilateral arteries. As only the anterior 
ipsilateral arteries experience a reduced flowrate, it is only these arteries where 
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Figure 3.4 Efferent Arterial Response to 20mmHg Pressure Drop in RICA in the Balanced 
Configuration. Right Efferent Response (top); Left EfIerent Response (bottom) 
the peripheral resistance is altered, as expected. In this case, the results do not 
coincide because, as previously mentioned, the reference resistances differ between 
models to produce the same reference fluxes. 
It can be observed in Figure 3.5 that the peripheral resistance of the 3D 
model changes by a proportionally larger amount than the ID model to restore 
the efferent fluxes to their reference value. The explanation for this result is most 
easily understood when considering the flux distribution throughout the circle 
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Figure 3.5 Ipsilateral Resistance for 20nupHg Pressure Drop in RICA in the Balanced Con-
figuration 
in response to the pressure drop. Figure 3.6 illustrates the fluxes throughout 
the arteries comprising the circle at the completion of the simulation. While the 
efferent fluxes are virtually identical between both models, fluxes within the circle 
are clearly different. With the ID model there is a greater amount of blood flow 
re-routed through the communicating arteries to supply the anterior ipsilateral 
arteries starved of blood supply by the pressure drop. This result is evident in the 
larger flowrates through the contralateral ICA, ACA] and ACoA as blood is re-
routed from the contralateral side of the circle through the ACoA. Additionally, 
the flowrates through the BA and the ipsilateral PCAI and PCoA are larger as 
more blood is re-routed through the posterior region of the circle through the 
ipsilateral PCoA. 
The 3D model, in contrast, restores the starved anterior ipsilateral arteries 
by drawing more afferent blood supply through the ipsilateral rCA, which is the 
rCA with the pressure drop imposed on it. It appears that despite using the 
same lengths and diameters for both models to describe the geometry of the 
CoW, there is a significant difference between the models. More specifically, the 
3D model experiences much larger losses in blood pressure through the commu-
nicating arteries than the ID model, which assumes Poiseuille flow through these 
arterial segments. 
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Figure 3.6 Comparison of Flowrates for ID and 3D Models in the Balanced Configuration 
Possible reasons for this discrepancy arise from the assumptions made for 
Poiseuille flow, some of which include axi-symmetric flow, implying a straight 
blood vessel, and also a fully developed velocity profile. In reality, these assump-
tions may not hold for smaller circulus vessels such as the ACoA, resulting in an 
underestimated resistance in the ID model. 
More specifically, it is obvious in the 3D model that the blood vessels of 
the CoW take complex paths through space. Furthermore, the diameters of a 
number of these segments comprising the circle are not of constant diameter, as 
approximated by the ID model, especially at junctions. There are also problems 
with the assumption of a fully developed velocity profile, especially in the ACoA, 
which is a particularly short vessel where a velocity profile may not fully develop. 
Finally, the assumption of steady flow, from which Poiseuille's law is de-
rived, must be considered. Both models attempt to capture time dependent 
phenomena, and while the time dependent Navier Stokes equations capture time 
dependent behaviour, Poiseuille flow cannot. It can therefore be concluded that 
the discrepancy in circulus flux between the ID and 3D models is most likely 
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due to the inaccurate assumption of Poiseuille flow which does not account for 
pressure losses through geometric complexity, particularly in the relatively small 
vessels such as the ACoA. Ultimately, the increased pressure loss through the 
communicating arteries means that when the peripheral resistance of the efferent 
arteries decreases in response to a decreased efferent flmvrate, blood can be drawn 
through the communicating arteries in the lD model, but will be drawn through 
the ipsilateral ICA in the 3D model. 
3.5.2 Increased ACoA Resistance to Flow 
The Poiseuille flow approximation effectively means that in the lD model, more 
flow is able to pass through the communicating arteries than in the 3D model, for 
the balanced case. This difference can be overcome by increasing the resistance 
of communicating circulus vessels to produce the same effective resistance as the 
3D model, and therefore achieve similar flux results. To match the lD model 
fluxes to the 3D model fluxes, the resistance of the ACoA was increased 9-fold. 
A 9-fold increase in ACoA resistance was simulated in the ideal configuration of 
the lD model, with the results shown in Figure 3.7, along with those without 
this change and those for the 3D model, repeated from Figure 3.6. 
Increasing the ACoA resistance results in circulus and afferent fluxes in the 
lD model that are much closer to those in the 3D model. Because less flow is able 
to pass through the ACoA, more flow is required to P&9S through the ACA1 to 
supply the ACA2 • Without the increased ACoA resistance, enough flow can pass 
through to supply not only the ACA2 , but also to assist in supplying the ipsilateral 
MCA and AChA. This difference is evident in the change in direction of flow in 
the RACA! in Figure 3.7. In shorter vessels, vessels of variable diameter, and 
vessels taking indirect paths through space such as the communicating circulus 
vessels, Poiseuille flow assumptions result in resistance values that underestimate 
the actual resistance of those vessels to flow. Therefore, increasing the resistance 
of vessels such as the ACoA more accurately captures typical flow behaviour. 
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Figure 3.7 Comparison of Flowrates for ID and 3D Models in the Balanced Configuration 
with an Increased ACoA Resistance 
3.5.3 Absent Ipsilateral ACA1 
In a configuration with a missing ipsilateral ACA1, blood must pass through the 
ACoA to supply the respective efferent ACA2 segment, as it provides the only 
available route. The 3D model was unable to reach its reference conditions even 
before a 20 mmHg pressure drop was imposed on the RICA. With the ACA1 
absent, all the blood supply to the ACA2 must pass through the ACoA, and the 
pressure loss through this segment therefore becomes so large that the peripheral 
resistance of the ipsilateral ACA2 reaches its lower limit well before the reference 
fluxes can be obtained. The rest of the efferent arteries for the 3D model reach 
their reference flux in a short amount of time. Note that in the ideal configuration 
there is little flux through the ACoA, highlighting the impact of this vessel in a 
relatively common variation in CoW geometry, All of the efferent fluxes for the 
lD model are initiated at their reference fluxes, including the ipsilateral ACA2 
segment, and the resistance of the ACoA is increased by a factor of 9, as discussed 
previously. Figure 3.8 shows the results of both models' attempt to reach the 
reference fluxes with this configuration. It is observed that the flux through the 
ACA2 is 0.55cm3s-1 less than the reference or desired value, indicating that ideal 
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perfusion cannot be reached since the downstream resistance of the ACA2 has 
reached its lower limit. Conversely, the remaining efferent arteries are able to 
obtain optimal perfusion. The correlation between models is very good. 
2.5 ... 
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Figure 3.8 Steady State Ipsilateral Efferent Arterial Flowrate with an Absent RACA I 
Figure 3.9 illustrates the changes in resistance for both models. While the 
3D model takes a certain amount of time to reach the lower resistance limit for 
the ipsilateral ACA2 , the 1D model begins the simulation in this state, due to the 
inner iterations guaranteeing equilibrium at each time step. However, the final 
resistance values are similar. 
3.6 Summary 
1D and 3D CFD models of the Circle of Willis were created to study autoregu-
lation of cerebral blood flow. The geometry required to develop the 1D and 3D 
computational domains was based on a MRA of cerebro-vasculature and artery 
diameters given by Hillen et al. [1988]. The autoregulation process is described 
by a PID feedback control system, whereby the efferent ftowrate error, indicating 
non-optimal perfusion, is feedback controlled by vasodilation and vasoconstriction 
of the capillary bed. Both models are concerned with the transient dynamics for 
autoregulation, where equilibrium is found not only before and long after afferent 
pressure perturbations, but also at every time step in between. 
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In both models, the RICA was subjected to a 20 mmHg pressure drop to 
observe the transient responses. The time dependent efferent flux profiles for the 
ideal configuration were found to exhibit excellent correlation between models. 
However, the Poiseui1le flow approximation in the 1D model allowed for more 
flow through the communicating arteries than the 3D model, resulting in different 
circulus fluxes. To match the 1D model to the 3D model, the resistance of the 
ACoA was increased by a factor of 9 to correct for non-Poiseuille flow in this 
arterial segment. Incorporation of this increased ACoA resistance into the ideal 
configuration simulation improved agreement of circulus fluxes between models 
by an average of 60%. Although the 1D model initially requires validation from 
the 3D model, once verified, the 1D model obtains solutions in a far shorter time 
period requiring significantly less computational effort, and thus is a more suitable 
aid in real-time clinical decision-making. Overall, although both models use very 
different solution methods, results have been shown to be very comparable. 
Future work will involve increasing the complexity of the ID model, espe-
cially in providing more physiological parameters modelling the autoregulatory 
response. In addition, Since control is assumed to be decentralised, a 'tug of 
war' scenario is expected to occur if a sudden occlusion is imposed in an affer-
ent artery, such that efferent flux profiles would fluctuate as a balance is found 
that best satisfies the independent requirements of the individual territories of the 
cerebral mass. Hence, it is important that both efferent and circulus fluxes match 
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between models. Future research will aim to verify t.his theory. Additionally, both 
models will be extended to include more accurate limits on peripheral resistance, 
in terms of t.he sensing and smooth muscle contraction mechanisms that bring 
about vasodilation and vasoconstriction of the arterioles in the individual brain 
territories supplied by the efferent arteries of the CoW. 
Chapter 4 
Decentralised Control Analysis and Resistance 
Limits 
This chapter examines the de centralised nature of cerebral haemodynamic control 
to determine its impact on autoregulation and supply during clinical events. In 
Chapter 3, both the ID and 3D models were subjected to a 20mmHg pressure 
drop in the RICA to observe the transient response for an ideal configuration. 
It was shown that the efferent flux profile for the ipsilateral side of the CoW 
is virtually identical between models for the balanced configuration, as seen in 
Figure 3.4. 
During the course of the 3D comparison, it was postulated that a 'tug of war' 
scenario may occur if a sudden occlusion is imposed in an afferent artery, such 
that efferent flux profiles would fluctuate as a balance was found that best satisfies 
the independent requirements of the individual territories of the cerebral mass. 
This result is expected since control is assumed to be decentralised. Therefore, 
this chapter analyses this dynamic and its interaction with the resistance based 
limits of autoregulation. 
4.1 Results 
4.1.1 Occlusion of RICA 
A situation is modelled in which the RICA becomes totally occluded. In both 
ID and 3D models, a 'blood-stealing effect' is observed in which the flux profiles 
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of the MCA and ACA2 fluctuate as a balance is found that best satisfies the 
independent requirements of each cerebral territory. This effect is clearly evident 
in Figure 4.1, where solid lines represent the 3D model and dashed lines show the 
ID results. 
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Figure 4.1 Ipsilateral Response to Occluded RICA 
The response varies between models because of the different solution methods 
employed. In the balanced configuration case of Chapter 3, in which a 20mmHg 
pressure drop was simulated, the gains of the efferent arteries were set to match 
the clinical data of Newell et al. [1994]. Since the autoregulation control algo-
rithm reacts to the magnitude of the flow error, the largest arteries required the 
smallest gains and the smallest arteries required the largest gains to achieve the 
same relative response. Therefore, the MCA had a smaller control gain acting on 
a larger error to give the same relative response as the larger ACA control gain . 
acting on a smaller error. 
In the lD model, when the initial error detected is in the same ratio as the 
balanced case described above, an equal response would be expected such that 
no blood stealing would be observed since both arteries would be satisfied at the 
same time. In contrast, the error in the MCA in Figure 4.1 is proportionally 
bigger than that of the ACA2 , hence in the 1D model, its demands begin to be 
satisfied first. At time t = 7.4 sec, the ACA2 has the proportionally larger error, 
so its demands start to be met, at the expense of the MCA. 
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The 3D model employs a different solution method in which the proportional 
gain plays a far greater role. It is observed that both the ACA2 and MCA flows 
begin to return to their reference values immediately after the occlusion, with the 
MCA returning at a greater rate due to the proportionally larger MCA error as 
discussed for the ID model. At time t = 6.6 sec, the MCA suddenly wins the 'tug-
of-war', as a result is found that best satisfies the independent requirements of 
each cerebral territory. Due to lack of clinical data for verification, it is unknown 
at this time which model has the more accurate clinical response. 
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Figure 4.2 Ipsilateral Response to Occluded RICA with Increased PCoA Resistance 
Figure 4.2 illustrates that the result is highly dependent on flow through the 
communicating arteries which are likely to be very patient specific due to the 
impact of their specific geometry. As mentioned earlier, the ID model does not 
account for geometric complexity in its Poiseuille flow approximation, and as 
such allows too much flow through the communicating arteries. This effect was 
compensated for by increasing the resistance of the ACoA 9-fold, and the PCoA's 
4-fold. In Figure 4.2, the thin line represents the response to occlusion when the 
resistance of the PCoA is increased by a factor of 2.5 instead of 4.0. This result 
hi-lights the difference between the two models in terms of solving for flowrates 
through the communicating arteries, and the need for more clinical verification. 
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4.1.2 Tighter Resistance Limits on Efferent Vessels 
Previous results have assumed that the time-varying efferent resistances are ca-
pable of variations of 95%, corresponding to a change in arterial radius of 40% 
[Newell et 81., 1994; Gao et al., 1998; Manda and Mark, 1983]. It is currently 
thought that these limits are too relaxed, and in particular that they allow the 
arteries to dilate more than is physiologically observed. Guyton and Hall [1996] 
present a curve in which blood flow is expressed as a function of arterial pressure. 
This curve, shown in Figure 1.14, shows that autoregulation is efficient between 
mean arterial pressures of 70mmHg and 170mmHg, but is ineffective at pressures 
outside this range, indicating a limit of the autoregulatory system. 
A similar curve for a balanced CoW with resistance limits of 95% is shown in 
Figure 4.3, which plots the normalised MCA fiowrates at different mean arterial 
pressures. Of particular note from Figure 4.3, is that flow is maintained at much 
lower mean arterial pressures than observed physiologically. More specifically, the 
model allows efferent vessels to dilate to a greater extent than clinically observed. 
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"', 
250. 
The resistance limits were then reduced, such that the allowable resistance 
value was in the range O.55Rrej < R < 1.7Rrej. A 7% dead-band was also 
employed such that if the error obtained from the solution algorithm was within 
7% of the reference value, the controller was switched off. The resulting curve is 
shown in Figure 4.4, and matched the clinical expectation well. Note that dashed 
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lines represent the limits of the physiological range usually observed in humans, 
as shown in Figure 1.19. 
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4.1.3 'Blood Stealing' with Tighter Resistance Limits 
As seen from Figures 4.3 and 4.4, the upper resistance limit has negligible effect 
on blood stealing because at high pressures there is oversupply. However, the 
lower resistance limit corresponding to dilation greatly affects the blood stealing 
phenomenon, as seen in Figure 4.5. More specifically, the tighter the lower re-
sistance limit, the lesser the degree of blood stealing, and the more uniform the 
response. Figure 4.6 shows the ID and 3D model responses to an occluded lCA, 
with the resistance limits O.55Rref < R < 1. 7 Ref. Note that the ID model is 
shown "vith both a 4-fold increase in PCoA resistance and a 2.5-fold increase in 
PCoA resistance. 
An increased PCoA resistance of 2.5 appears to more accurately match results 
from the 3D model. Both models show a much reduced 'blood stealing' response 
than was the case with resistance limits of O.05RreJ < R < 1.95R,·ef. Although 
in both resistance limits cases, MCA and ACA2 flowrates were unable to be 
restored to the reference values, with tighter limits on dilation, these flowrates 
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did not return as close to reference as in the weaker limits case, as seen in '['able 
4.1. 
In the weak resistance limits case, blood stealing did not occur until fiowrates 
had returned to a particular percentage of their reference value. With tighter 
limits, this value is never reached, and so blood stealing is greatly minimized. 
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Table 4.1 Percentage of Reference Resistance Achieved after RICA Occlusion 
3D model lID model PCoA x4 ID model PCoA x2.5 
! MCA I ACA i MeA ACA MCA I ACA 
Tight Limits 1 52 48 I 34 34 43 (O.55Rre! < R < 1.7Rre!) I 
Weak Limits 71 36 
I 
47 65 50 
I 
(O.05Rrej < R < 1. 95R,·e! ) 
._M_ 
4.2 Summary 
ID and 3D CFD models of the CoW were used to study the decentralised nature 
of autoregulation. With weak dilatory resistance limits, results show that if a 
sudden occlusion is imposed in an afferent artery, a 'tug of war' scenario occurs, 
such that efferent flux profiles fluctuate as a balance is found that best satisfies 
the independent requirements of each territory of the cerebral mass. With physio-
logically realistic, tighter resistance limits matched to data from Guyton and Hall 
[1996], this blood stealing phenomenon is minimized, but not eliminated. Hence, 
clinically, the decentralised aspect of cerebral autoregulation could result in is-
chaemic stroke after sudden pressure drops due to stenoses or occlusions, where 
a centralised controller would have a different outcome. This study hi-lights the 
need for more physiologically accurate models of autoregulation, as well as better 
approach for detennining physiological resistance limits. 
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Chapter 5 
Metabolic Model of Autoregulation 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapter 2 presented a basic model of the CoW. Although some good results and 
correlations with prior models and clinical data were achieved, the model was too 
simple to capture all the transient dynamics of autoregulation. Chapter 3 vali-
dated the 1D model against a 3D CFD model, and pointed out certain limitations, 
such as the Poiseuille flow approximation allowing for too much flow through the 
geometrically complex communicating arteries. Chapter 4 investigated the de-
centralised nature of autoregulation control, and found that the physical limits of 
vessel contraction and dilation, and hence autoregulation, were not well defined. 
A more physiologically realistic model was required to overcome these weaknesses 
in the modeL 
An advanced model was created that included the successful components of 
the previous model, as well as better resistance limits for smooth muscle vaso-
motion, and the oxygen dynamics that drive the autoregulatory response. This 
advanced model is more physiologically relevant, matching the accepted physi-
ological responses of blood flow as a function of arterial pressure, tissue oxygen 
partial pressure as a function of blood flow, as well as limited transient clinical 
data. Cerebral haemodynamic autoregulation is captured by using a PID con-
troller to modify efferent artery resistances and partial pressures of oxygen to 
maintain optimal efferent flowrates and oxygen supply to the cerebral mass for a 
given circle geometry and afferent blood pressure. 
More specifically, the model adds simple oxygen metabolism dynamics. As 
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oxygen deficiency is the prime trigger for cerebral autoregulation, it is an input for 
this mechanism. Oxygen itself is assumed proportional to flow, and its changes 
are a function of the error from a reference flow. The consequent changes in 
oxygen result in vessel dilation/contraction as part of autoregulation. These 
changes in turn, affect/correct, flow. The overall mechanism with two dynamics 
is thus more physiologically relevant. 
This advanced model uses the full configuration of the CoW with ten main 
efferent vessels, as shown in Figure 3.1, and repeated in Figure 5.1. 
RRACA] 
'It RMCAI 
Figure 5.1 Schematic of the Advanced CoW Model 
5.2 Autoregulation Dynamics 
This model represents a metabolic model of autoregulation, where a decrease in 
blood flowrate results in a decreased interstitial oxygen partial pressure, causing 
a greater formation of vasodilator substances diffusing to the smooth muscle cells 
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to cause muscle relaxation. The result is a change in efferent resistance. Thus, 
there are two dynamics: 1) for oxygen signal pathway dynamics, and 2) for the 
resulting smooth muscle contraction/dilation dynamics. 
Guyton and Hall [1996J present a curve in which blood flow is expressed as a 
function of arterial pressure. This curve, shown previously in Figure 1.14, shows 
that autoregulation is efficient between mean arterial pressures of approximately 
70mmHg and 170mmHg, but is inefl'ective at pressures outside this range, indicat-
ing a limit to the autoregulatory system. Normal cerebral blood flow is 4S-50mL 
blood/100g cerebral tissue/min. However, if this reference flow is not obtained, 
stroke will not necessarily ensue automatically. The ischaemic threshold is gen-
erally considered to be approximately 20mL/100g/min [Heiss et al., 1999; Baron, 
2001], although it should be noted that tissue perfused at 20mL/100g/min is not 
necessarily irreversibly damaged immediately, because the length of time that 
tissues are perfused at such levels plays an important role. That is, if flow is later 
restored to the region of the brain suffering a deficiency, or if adequate collateral 
flow is supplied, the cerebral tissue can be fully or partially salvaged. For the 
purposes of this study, perfusion of 20mL/100g/min is assumed to cause stoke. 
As such, a 'stroke line' can be inserted onto the curve of Figure 1.14 at 0.40S 
times normal blood flow, as shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2 Effect of MAP on Blood Flow 
The plateau region of Figure 5,2 from approximately 70-170mmHg indicates 
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the region where autoregulation operates effectively. It can be modelled: 
Q = 1 (M x B + Pa - Pv ) 
1 + B x [02] a Ro (5.1) 
where fiowrate, Q, is expressed as a function of arterial oxygen concentration, 
[02]a, metabolic rate, M, arterial and venous pressures, Pa and Pv, B indicates 
the sensitivity of resistance to oxygen, and Ro is a parameter linking arterial 
resistance with venous oxygen content [Keener and Sneyd, 1998]. Both of these 
parameters can be found for the steady state using normal values for arterial and 
venous oxygen concentration of 104mmHg and 40mmHg respectively, as well as 
a normal metabolic rate defined: 
(5.2) 
Note that the model of Equation 5.1 accurately follows the curve in Figure 5.2 
up to pressures of 220 mmHg, as seen in Figure 5.3, and that human mean arterial 
pressures are rarely encountered beyond 200mmHg [Guyton and Hall, 1996], as 
it would entail an extremely high systolic pressure of approximately 240mmHg. 
The MAP at which the stroke line intersects with the model is approximately 
34mmHg. Therefore, an afferent pressure drop to just below 34mmHg in an 
individual with no other abnormalities, would be expected to cause stroke, m 
this illustrated case. 
Efferent arteries are modelled with variable resistors per the prior modelling 
in chapters 2-4. These resistors are capable of variations in resistance of between 
50% and 155% of the 'normal' resistance, per the results in chapter 4. 
0.5 X R rej < R < 1.55 X Rrej (5.3) 
Note that these variations are consistent with the data in Figure 5.2, but are 
slightly tighter than the clinical observations of Fog et al. [1937], who found a 
maximum dilation corresponding to a 57% decrease in resistance. A 50% decrease 
in resistance corresponds to a 19% increase in radius, whereas a 57% decrease 
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in resistance corresponds to a 23% increase in radius, using Equation 2.2. Note 
however, that clinical data is found to be widely varying, as seen in Figure 1.13 
[Dirnagl and Pulsinelli, 1990]. 
To prevent stroke, autoregulation must try to maintain flowrates in the mid-
dle linear range, or at least above the 'stroke line' in Figure 5.2. Outside the 
autoregulatory range, autoregulation is unable to restore flowrates to their ref-
erence values. Hence, they rise above or fall below the desirable range of flow, 
resulting at the extreme of MAP, in stroke. Reference flowrates are therefore 
set to follow the dotted line in the model in Figure 5.4, even if it is not physi-
cally possible to achieve. This approach captures the body's drive to maintain a 
desired range of flow at any near arterial pressure, regardless of autoregulatory 
capability, which is modelled separately. 
When arterial blood reaches the peripheral tissues, the pressure difference 
encountered drives the flow of blood into the tissues, from which oxygen diffuses 
to the tissues based on partial pressures differences. If the blood flow through 
a particular tissue increases, there is a greater transport of oxygen, such that 
the oxygen concentration in the interstitial fluid increases above the normal 40 
mmHg. The rate of oxygen consumption (ie metabolic rate) can also playa role, 
although only normal metabolic rates are considered at this time. 
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Guyton and Hall [1996] present a curve in which interstitial oxygen partial 
pressure is expressed as a function of flowrate. A curve has been fitted to this 
data, as shown in Figure 5.5, and is defined: 
iP02 = (Q + 64) x (1 - e-O.87XQ) (5.4) 
where interstitial partial pressure of oxygen, iP02 , is a function of normalised 
flowrate, Q. 
The autoregulation process can then be generically described by relatively 
simple feedback control systems. where the control input, u(t), is a function of 
the error, e, from a reference value, at that timestep: 
J de u(t)=Kpe+Ki e+Kddt (5.5) 
where Kp, Ki and Kd represent proportional, integral and derivative control gains 
respectively, and are found by matching clinical data from the Newell et al. [1994] 
thigh cuff experiments where. The data, which is shown in Figure 5.6 after 
releasing the thigh cuff, shows a 20% drop in blood pressure, where the MeA 
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took approximately 20 seconds to return to normal flow conditions. 
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Figure 5.6 MCA Flux Profile after 20mrnHg Afferent Pressure Drop - Newell et al. 
The dynamic behaviour of the system can be described by simple first order 
dynamic systems of the form: 
(5.6) 
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where x is the parameter in question (partial pressure of oxygen or peripheral 
arterial resistance), Tl and T2 are time constants associated with the biochemical 
pathways, and u(t) is the control input defined in Equation 5.5. 
Based on the pressure at each timestep, the reference flowrate can be found 
using Figure 5.4, and therefore the correct oxygen partial pressure can be found 
from Figure 5.5. Inner iterations use the error in flowrate and in oxygen partial 
pressure to calculate the control input required to correct the error. The solu-
tion process is shown in Figure 5.7. Figure 5.7 also shows the exact forms of 
Equations 5.5 and 5.6 for the oxygen dynamic signalling pathway and arterial 
vasoconstriction/vasodilation dynamics. 
At each timestep, the afferent pressures are knowll. Therefore, using Figures 
5.4 and 5.5, Qrej and iP02ref are known. When there is a change in afferent 
pressure, the flowrate, Q, calculated using resistances from the previous timestep, 
varies from Qrej. This change in flow causes a change in oxygen partial pressure. 
A control input based on the flow error is used to correct for the partial pressure 
of oxygen. This change in oxygen partial pressure causes a change in the diameter 
and thus resistance of the vessel. 
A control input based on the error in oxygen partial pressure is used to correct 
for the vessel resistance. These new peripheral resistances are used to reform the 
A matrix, and Equation 2.4 is re-solved for flowrates and circulus pressures. 
The new flow error is then re-calculated, and the inner iteration continues until 
convergence, and thus equilibrium, is reached for that timestep. 
The time constant associated with resistance dynamics is 3 sec, (T = 3 in 
Figure 5.7) whereas the time constant associated with oxygen dynamics is 35 
sec, (0: = 35 in Figure 5.7). These values indicate that constriction/dilation 
of vessels in response to changes in the concentration of vasodilator substances 
occurs faster than oxygen delivery to the tissues and the accumulation/reduction 
of metabolites in response to changes in flowrate, as expected. 
For the oxygen dynamics, the integral gain is the major control component, 
whereas for the resistance dynamics, the derivative gain is the most important. 
Integral memory has been incorporated into the model to ensure a graded error. 
More specifically, discrepancies in flowrate and oxygen concentration in the dis-
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tant past are considered by the model to be less important than discrepancies at 
the current and more recent timesteps. Integral memory can be physiologically 
explained by metabolites and other signalling chemical only being active in 
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the bloodstream for a finite time period. 
This model is an improvement on many previous models in that it recog-
nises the non-linearity of the system, and requires inner iterations to solve for 
equilibrium at each time-step. In addition, it is physiologically, a more realis-
tic model, accounting for oxygen diffusion and vasodilator generation, as well as 
smooth muscle vasoconstriction and vasodilation, unlike other similar previous 
work [Moorhead et al., 2004]. 
5.3 Model Verification and Simulation Methods 
The overall system model allows for many variations in circle geometry. To 
simulate an absent vessel, the resistance of that vessel is set to a large value 
ensuring negligible flow through that segment. Similarly, simulation of string-like 
vessels can be performed by setting resistances to as much as sixteen times their 
original value. An increase in resistance of sixteen times is equivalent to a decrease 
in artery radius of 50%. In addition, any type of time-varying afferent mean 
arterial pressure profile is easily simulated. These simulations have been used to 
model rapid pressure drops caused by a stenosis and surgical procedures, such as 
a carotid endarterectomy. Several combinations of clinically verified geometries 
and situations can be modelled using far less computational effort than similar 
models using higher dimensional CFD. 
5.3.1 Investigation of Advanced Model Parameters 
When an arterial pressure drop from lOOmmHg to 80mmHg is simulated with 
both the old and advanced models, the results in Figure 5.8 are obtained. Note 
the difference in shape between the old and new models. The new model clearly 
has an initial fast response followed by a slower response, as is observed to occur in 
Newell's data [Newell et al., 1994] from Figure 5.6. Additionally, no combination 
of autoregulation control gains in the original, single dynamic, model can provide 
this shape of response. Hence, the added oxygen dynamic in this model enables 
a v.rider range of dynamic responses to be modelled .. 
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Figure 5.8 A Comparison of the Shapes of the Old and Advanced Models 
Flux profiles were compared when the model is run with and without integral 
control. As seen in Figure 5.9, the characteristic shape of the new model was lost 
when integral control was abandoned from both dynamics, and the flux profile 
obtained was very similar to the old model profile. 
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Figure 5.9 Comparison Between PD and PID Control for a 20mmHg Pressure drop in the 
Afferent Arteries 
Since there is only one piece of clinical data available in Newell et aL [1994], 
it is possible that other flux profile shapes may more accurately describe physio-
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logical behaviour. Figure 5.10 shows some flux profiles that can be obtained using 
the new model, however until more clinical data is available, one can not be sure 
which profile is the most accurate. Therefore, the profile with the high resistance 
gain matching the data of Newell in Figure 5.6, is used in the remainder of the 
simulations. 
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5.3.2 Model Verification using Clinical Data 
Newell et al. [1994] performed thigh cun experiments~ in. which releasing cun 
pressure caused a pressure drop in all afferent CoW vessels from 100mmHg, which 
wavered towards 80mmHg before climbing to 86.2mmHg, as shown in Figure 5.11. 
The complete CoW is modelled with venous pressures of 7mmHg, intracranial 
pressure of 10mmHg [Walters, 1998], and an arterial pressure profile following that 
of Newell et al. [1994] in all afferent arteries. Figure 5.12 shows a comparison 
between this metabolic model and the results of Newell et al. Note that the 
maximum error in Figure 10 is 2.58%, while the average error is 1.03%, thus the 
model shows excellent correlation with clinical results. 
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5.3.3 Asymmetric Afferent Arterial Pressures 
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Modelling the same pressure drop in all afferent arteries provides the results in 
Figure 5.12. However, to model a stenosis or occlusion in one afferent artery, the 
input pressures will vary in each afferent artery. Figure 5.4 is used to find the 
desired fiowrates in this case. To model a 20mmHg pressure drop in the RICA, 
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the model of Figure 5.4 is run without a pressure drop with afferent pressures 
of lOOrnmHg in the LICA and BA, and 80mmHg in the RICA. The steady state 
efferent ftowrates obtained are the reference fiowrates to be used in the main 
metabolic autoregulation model, during a transient analysis of a RICA drop of 
lOOmmHg to 80mmHg. 
Simulations are then carried out using this approach for the balanced con-
figuration and each case where a single circulus vessel is omitted. In all cases 
where only one vessel in the CoW was removed, the system is able to obtain 
the reference efferent fiowrates upon simulation of a surgical procedure causing a 
temporal pressure drop of approximately 20% in the RICA. To reach the reference 
fiowrates, the fiow is redirected as a result of independently changing resistance 
in the vascular bed of each efferent artery - the cerebral autoregulation function. 
5.4 Results and Discussion 
The results displayed in the remainder of this research use a bar chart format. 
The x-axis has afferent vessels on the left, and then follows the circulus vessels 
clockwise starting at the LPCA1 , with flowrates through efferent arteries shown 
on the right. Bars below the x-axis indicate that flow is in the opposite direction 
to that assumed by the sign convention in Figure 5.1. The four bars indicate 
from left to right: 
1. flowrates before the pressure drop; 
2. flowrates after recovery from the pressure drop; 
3. the desired reference flowrates after the pressure drop; and 
4. the ischaemic threshold 
The goal of autoregulation is to match the second and third bars, how-
ever, stroke is only deemed to occur if the third bar falls below the fourth bar. 
Schematic figures show flow directions after the pressure drop, where solid arrows 
indicate a change in direction of flow from the steady state, pre-pressure drop 
case, and open arrows indicate that the fiow direction has not changed. 
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5.4.1 Balanced Configuration 
The 'normal' case with a complete CoW is used as a baseline for analysing results. 
The solid black bars in Figure 5.13 therefore show zero flowrate through the ACoA 
and equal flowrates across each of the left and right sections of the circle. The 
symmetry in the flow is due to the symmetrical nature of the resistances in the 
circle and the incoming flows. The minimal flow observed in the PCoA's is due to 
the very high resistance of these vessels, and as a result, the BA supplies mainly 
the efferent PCA's, and the ICA's supply the efferent MCA's and ACA's. 
A stenosis or occlusion in the RICA is simulated by a pressure drop from 
100 to 80 mmHg, and the resulting flowrates are shown in Figure 5.13. When 
compared to the normal pre-pressure drop scenario, flow is observed to drop in 
the RICA and increase in the LICA and BA to compensate. The pressure change 
in the RICA also causes a change in the direction of flow through the RACAl 
resulting in a clockw~se flow through the anterior regions of the circle, delivering 
flow from the LICA through the ACoA to the starved RACA2 and RMCA. Lastly, 
note that all efferent arteries recover reference flowrates after the pressure drop. 
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The step change in pressure from 100mmHg to 80mmHg in the RICA, results 
in significant changes in the flowrate and the pressure differential in the RMCA. 
This result is expected because the RMCA is the first of the efferent vessels to 
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be supplied by the RICA. More specifically, the flowrate dropped 20% and took 
approximately 20 seconds to return to its original value, as seen in Figure 5.14. 
The RACA2 also had a 20% drop in flowrate when the pressure drop occurred. 
The SCbNs and AChA's are not shown due to the tiny amount of flow through 
these vessels. However, as seen in Figure 5.13, they do obtain their reference 
values after the pressure drop. Note that the desired flowrates shown in Figure 
5.14 are the desired flowrates after recovery from the pressure drop. 
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5.4.2 Absent ACoA 
An absent or restricted ACoA is a common physiological condition, and under 
normal conditions an absent ACoA poses no threat to brain function as shown by 
the zero flowrate through the ACoA in the normal balanced configuration case 
in Figure 5.13. The complication of the omission of the ACoA is only significant 
under flow conditions such as a stenosis or occlusion of an afferent artery, where 
other arteries are absent, or where there is asymmetry in the circle. 
Before the pressure drop, flow through the left and right PCAl were identical, 
whereas after the pressure drop, flow through the RPCAl increased significantly. 
This observation is a result of compensation for the pressure drop in the RlCA by 
the BA, which delivers blood at a higher rate through the RPCA1 and RPCoA 
to supply the RMCA. It can thus be seen that the communicating arteries play 
a more significant role when the geometry is unbalanced in this fashion, as seen 
in the flowrate changes in Figure 5.15 . 
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Figure 5.15 Absent ACoA Configuration Response to 20mmHg Pressure Drop in RICA 
Unlike the balanced case, the simulated stenosis in the RICA in the absent 
ACoA case results in little change from the normal flow case. The reason for 
the low chango is that the ACoA can no longer be used to reroute flow from the 
LICA to help supply the starved right efferent vessels. Flow in the left portion 
of the brain is virtually unaffected by the stenosis in the RICA. Flow through 
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the RACAl changes only to account for the new target ACA2 flowrate after the 
pressure drop, as expected since there is no flow through the ACoA. Immediately 
after RICA stenosis, flow actually increases through the LMCA and LACA2 by 
0.2% and 0.3%, respectively. This result is due to an increa."!e in flow through the 
LICA immediately after the pressure drop to try to compensate for the loss in the 
RICA. After the LMCA is supplied, the extra flow must go to the LACA2 since 
no flow can pass through the ACoA. Flow through the LICA then decreases, since 
its previous increase was not helping supply the right efferent vessels. Flowrates 
through the LMCA and LACA2 then decrease to their reference values. The 
immediate increase in flowrate through the LMCA is shown in Figure 5.16, and 
represents the capture of a very complex, non-linear dynamic for such an overall 
simple model. The temporal response to a 20mmHg pressure drop in the RICA 
is sho""11 in Figure 5.17. 
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Figure 5.16 LMCA Response to 20mmHg Pressure Drop in RICA with an Absent ACoA 
5.4.3 Absent LACA1 
This case was very similar to an absent ACoA response in that there was very 
little difference between the pre-pressure drop scenario and the stenosis situation, 
especially in the left portion of the brain. Immediately after the RICA stenosis, 
the RMCA dropped 20% before returning to its asymptotic value, aJld the RACA2 
and LACA2 dropped 22% and 24%, respectively. Note that this immediate drop 
in flowrate in the LACA2 was the largest in all geometric cases studied. Also of 
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Figure 5.17 Efferent Arterial Response to 20mmHg Pressure Drop in RICA with an Absent 
ACoA. Left Efferent Response (top); Right Efferent Response (bottom) 
interest, was that the stenosis had the result of initially slightly increasing the 
flow through the LMCA by 0.2%. This result occurs because flow through the 
LICA initially increases to help supply right efferent vessels. Because flow can not 
be redirected to the right side of the circle due to the absence of the LACA 1, the 
LICA flow then decreases, and the LMCA flow decreases to its reference value. 
The temporal responses of the major efferent vessels are shown in Figure 5.18. 
In this absentee case, and also the absent RACA1 case as will be seen, the 
flowrate through the ACoA is much higher than any other case and over five times 
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Figure 5.18 Efferent Arterial Response to 20mmHg Pressure Drop in RICA with an Absent 
LACA1 . Left Efferent Response (top); Right Efferent Response (bottom) 
higher than the next highest ACoA flowrate, Flow through the BA has increased 
after recovery from the stenosis, however flow through the LICA is unchanged, 
as expected since flow can not be rerouted through the anterior portion of the 
circle. These changes are observed in Figure 5.19, 
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Figure 5.19 Absent LACAi Configuration Response to 20rnmHg Pressure Drop in RlCA 
5.4.4 Absent RACA l 
This case was very similar to an absent ACoA response in that there was very 
little difference between the pre-pressure drop scenario and the stenosis situation, 
especially in the left portion of the brain. Immediately after the RICA stenosis, 
the RMCA dropped 20% before returning to its asymptotic value.Immediately 
after RICA stenosis in the absent RACA l case, flow increases through the LMCA, 
LACA2 and RACA2 by 0.15%, 0.2%, and 3% respectively_ Again, this result is 
due to an increase in flow through the LICA to try to compensate for the loss in 
the RICA. First, the LMCA is supplied, next the LACA2 , and lastly the RACA2 
receives not only its desired flow, but also flow intended to aid the RlVICA which 
could not travel through the absent RACA]. Finally, note that all efferent vessels 
obtain their reference values. The efferent temporal response to simulated stenosis 
is shown in Figure 5.20. 
As in the absent LACA l case, the flowrate through the ACoA is much higher 
than any other case and over five times higher than the next highest ACoA 
fiowrate. The flowrate drops through the RICA, and thus as expected, flowrates 
increase through the BA, LPCoA, and LPCA1 to compensate. FLowrate does not 
increase through the LICA since flow can not be rerouted through the anterior 
part of the circle, These fiowrate changes are seen in Figure 5.21. 
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5.4.5 Absent LPCoA 
An absent LPCoA has little effect in the pre-pressure drop case due to the high 
resistance of this vessel. The response is very similar to the balanced case with 
the most significant change after the pressure drop being the flow through the 
ACoA. Flowrates increase in the BA and LICA to compensate the loss in the 
RICA. Consequently, flowrates then increase in the RPCA1 and RPCoA to supply 
the RMCA from the BA, and increase in the LACA1 to supply the RMCA from 
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Figure 5.21 Absent RACA l Configuration Response to 20mmHg Pressure Drop in RlCA 
the LICA. Flow through the RACA1 even changes direction, to help supply the 
RMCA from the LICA. These changes are observed in Figure 5.22, and it is noted 
that all efferent arteries obtain their reference fiowrates. 
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Figure 5.22 Absent LPCoA Configuration Response to 20mmHg Pressure Drop in RlCA 
The efferent temporal response is shown in Figure 5.22, and it is observed 
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that fiowrates are largely unaffected on the left side of the circle. In contrast, 
fiowrates in the RMCA and RACA2 drop 20% before returning to their reference 
values. 
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Figure 5.23 Efferent Arterial Response to 20mmHg Pressure Drop in RICA with an Absent 
LPCoA. Left Efferent Response (top); Right Efferent Response (bottom) 
5.4.6 Absent RPCoA 
From the transient responses shown in Figure 5.24, it is seen that the left efferent 
vessels are largely unaffected by the pressure drop. The RMCA drops 20%, and 
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the RACA2 drops 21%, before returning to their reference flowrates. In contrast, 
flow through the RPCA2 increases 0.1% before obtaining its reference value. This 
result occurs because the BA initially tries to compensate for the drop in flow 
through the RICA. However, since the RPCoA is missing, flow can not be rerouted 
via this path. 
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Figure 5.24 Efferent Arterial Response to 20mmHg Pressure Drop in RICA with an Absent 
RPCoA. Left Efferent Response (top); Right Efferent Response (bottom) 
Again, an absent RPCoA has little effect in the pre-pressure drop case due 
to this vessel's high resistance. After the pressure drop, flow increases greatly in 
the LICA, LACA1 , and ACoA, as flow is redirected from left side of the circle, 
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through the anterior regions to help supply the right side of the circle. Flow 
also changes direction in the RACA l , to help supply the RMCA and RAChA. 
Note that flow does not increase in the BA after the pressure drop, as it does 
in the balanced case and absent LPCoA case, since an increased BA flow cannot 
compensate for the reduced RICA flow with the RPCoA vessel missing. These 
changes are observed in Figure 5.25. 
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Figure 5.25 Absent RPCoA Configuration Response to 20mmHg Pressure Drop in RICA 
5.4.7 Absent LPCA1 
With the LPCA) missing, the BA cannot supply the LPCA2 as it would in all 
other cases. Consequently, the flowrate through the BA is over 45% less than the 
other omitted artery cases already discussed in both the normal flow and stenosis 
situations. The flowrate demanded from the LICA was highest in this absentee 
situation. The stenosis case demanded a 40% increase in flowrate through the 
LICA from the normal flow case. 
Figure 5.26 shows the transient response to a 20mmHg pressure drop in the 
RICA. It is observed that the left efferent vessels are relatively unaffected, but the 
RMCA and RACA2 flowrates drop 20% before obtaining their reference values. 
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Figure 5.26 Efferent Arterial Response to 20mmHg Pressure Drop in RICA with an Absent 
LPCA]. Left Efferent Response (top); Right Efferent Response (bottom) 
Before the pressure drop, the LICA snpplied the LPCA2 and LMCA, as well 
as meeting most of the LACA2 's demands. After the pressure drop, flow is sent 
through the ACoA and supplies most of the RI\.CA2 as well as all left efferent 
arteries. It is noted that all efferent vessels obtain their reference flowrates, as 
seen in Figure 5.27. 
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Figure 5.27 Absent LPCA1 Configuration Response to 20mmHg Pressure Drop in RICA 
5.4.8 Absent RPCA1 
With the RPCAI missing, the BA cannot supply the RPCA2 as it would in all 
other cases. Consequently, the flowrate through the BA is over 45% less than the 
other omitted artery cases already discussed in both the normal flow and stenosis 
situations. The flowrate was twice as high through the RPCoA as any of the 
other absentee cases. After the pressure drop, flow is rerouted from the left to 
the right side of the circle through the ACoA. It is observed in Figure 5.28, that 
reference flowrates are not obtained after the pressure drop. 
There is a much larger response to the RICA pressure drop in the RPCA2 than 
in any other case with an initial reduction in flowrate of 24%. After the pressure 
drop, the RPCA2 is only able to obtain 77% of its reference flow, although remains 
well above the 'stroke line', as seen in Figure 5.29. This result occurs because 
of the high pressure differential required through the RPCoA due to this vessel's 
high resistance. As a consequence, flow increases through the remaining efferent 
arteries. Note that clinically, this result is rarely seen, because individuals with 
a string-like or absent PCAI tend to have an ipsilateral PCoA with an increased 
radius and/or decreased length, thus reducing its resistance by Equation 2.2. 
When this simulation is repeated with the RPCoA's length decreased by 86%, and 
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its radius increased by 136% [Arnold et aL, 2004], such that its overall resistance 
is decreased by 75%, reference flow is obtained after the pressure drop, as seen 
in Figure 5.30. 
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Figure 5.29 Right Efferent Arterial Response to 20mmHg Pressure Drop in RICA with an 
Absent RPCA 1 
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Figure 5.30 Efferent Arterial Response to 20mmHg Pressure Drop in RICA with an Absent 
RPCA1 . Left Efferent Response (top); Right Efferent Response (bottom) 
5.4.9 Stroke Risk Case I 
All the prior cases with a single omitted artery were able to maintain the reference 
fiowrate in all the efferent arteries, showing the robustness of the CoW system as 
a whole. This case represents a realistic situation of increased stroke risk where 
the autoregulation process cannot keep the efferent fiowrates at the desired level. 
A situation is modelled in which the RPCoA is absent and an 80% carotid stenosis 
is simulated by suddenly increasing left and right lCA resistances. The RMCA, 
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RACA2 and RAChA drop below the ischaemic threshold representing a potential 
stroke, as shown in Figures 5.31 and 5.32. 
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This failure to return to reference fiowrate occurs because the resistance of 
the RACA2 , RMCA and RAChA cannot be further decreased since the maximum 
radius of these arteries has been reached as a result of the autoregulation process 
model. The final fiowrate is not only lower than the desired value, but also falls 
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below the ischaemic threshold, leading to reduced perfusion and higher stroke 
risk for this type of input. Note in Figure 5.31 that the Ilowrates are normalised 
to each efferent artery's 'normal' balanced configuration reference value, and the 
SCbA's and AChA's are not shown due to the tiny amount of flow through these 
vessels. 
5.4.10 Stroke Risk Case II 
As mentioned earlier, at a MAP of 34mmHg the stroke line intersects with the 
model. Therefore, simulations are performed at afferent pressures just above and 
just below 34mmHg for verification. When an afferent pressure drop to 35mmHg 
is simulated, stroke does not follow, as shown in Figure 5.33, and when an afferent 
pressure drop to 33mmHg is simulatep, stroke does follow, as shown in Figure 
5.34. Note that since the circle geometry and pressure drop are symmetrical, left 
and right efferent Ilux profiles are identical. 
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Figure 5.33 Efferent Arterial Response to Afferent Drop to 35mmHg 
In Figures 5.33 and 5.34 it is observed that at approximately time t = 5 
seconds, the flux profile gradients change discontinuously - a result that is prob-
ably not observed physiologically. The cause of this discrepancy is the resistance 
model employed. The resistance model assumes that vessel diameters change as 
required until they reach the imposed limits, at which point they are abruptly 
set to their resistance limit. In contrast, real vessels most likely stretch to their 
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limit, rather than reach it abruptly as assumed in the model. These differences 
are shown schematically in Figure 5.35. 
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Resistance Models. a) Model Employed (left); b) More Physiologically Accurate 
In addition, physiologically, once arterioles reach their maximum dilation, 
their resistance can not be further decreased, and consequently, CBF starts to 
decrease. This decrease in flow results in less oxygen being delivered to the tissues 
such that there is a greater concentrat.ion difference driving oxygen diffusion t.o 
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the tissues. Therefore the amount of oxygen extracted from the tissues increases 
to a maximum limit, thus initially partially compensating for the reduction in 
flow. 
5.5 Summary 
A ID CFD model of the Circle of Willis has been created to study autoregulation 
of cerebral blood flow for clinical events such as occlusions or stenoses in afferent 
arteries, absent or string-like circle vessels, or arterial infarctions. The model 
captures cerebral haemodynamic autoregulation using PID controllers to modify 
efferent artery resistances and partial pressures of oxygen to maintain optimal 
efferent fiowrates for a given circle geometry and afferent blood pressure. 
The model is physiologically relevant, matching the accepted physiological 
responses of blood fiow as a function of arterial pressure, tissue oxygen partial 
pressure as a function of blood fiow, as wen as limited clinical data. The two 
dynamics account for metabolic autoregulation with appropriate time constants 
associated with firstly oxygen diffusion and metabolite generation, and secondly 
peripheral arterial wall vasoconstriction and vasodilation. 
Results show excellent correlation with the clinical data. The time-dependent 
velocity profiles in the MCA were matched to give a 20% decrease in fiowrate, 
followed by approximately 20 seconds to return to steady state conditions in 
response to a stenosis in the RICA. Simulations have been performed with the 
omission of any single circulus artery and found that no such omission leads 
to failure in reaching the required efferent fiowrates for a mCA stenosis, thus 
highlighting the known robustness of the CoW system. A physiologically realistic 
case with an absent RPCoA and an 80% carotid stenosis was developed and 
simulated, and it was observed that the RMCA, RACA2 , and RAChA fiowrates 
fell below the ischaemic threshold, indicating a possible stroke. This result shows 
the effectiveness of this model as a tool for determining potential outcomes of 
surgical or other therapies. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
ID CFD models of the Circle of Willis have been created to study autoregulation 
of cerebral blood flow for clinical events, such as occlusions or stenoses in affer-
ent arteries, absent or string-like'circle vessels, or arterial infarctions. Cerebral 
haemodynamic autoregulation is captured using PID controllers to maintain op-
timal efferent flowrates for a given circle geometry and afferent blood pressure. 
The primary clinical goal is to create a model that can be used to study potential 
clinical outcomes from surgical or other interventions and effects. 
The model presented in Chapter 2 is very simple and captures autoregu-
lation using minimal physiological dynamics. Although some good results and 
correlations with prior models and clinical data were achieved, the model was too 
simple to capture all the transient dynamics clinically observed in autoregulation. 
However, this model was computationally a significant advance over pre-existing 
models in its incorporation of inner iterations at each solution time-step to find 
the model equilibrium state, "'ithin broad physiological limitations. The inner 
iterations recognise the non-linearity of the cerebral circulatory system and the 
autoregulation process in particular, as well as the need to meet equilibrium 
conditions to ensure a valid solution. Hence, this iterative solution method was 
retained in subsequent models. 
Chapter 3 compared results obtained from the ID model with results from a 
3D CFD model, to verify modelling assumptions, such as approximating blood 
flow using the Poiseuille flow approximation. Again, some very good correlations 
were achieved. However, the comparative study pointed out certain limitations 
in the ID model, such as the Poiseuille flow approximation allowing for too much 
flow through the short, geometrically complex communicating arteries. The 3D 
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model made less simplifying assumptions, and therefore with lack of sufficient 
clinical data, is expected to be a more physiologically accurate model. However, 
the major disadvantage of the 3D model is the excessive length of time required 
to run simulations, thus making it impractical as a clinical tool. In contrast, 
using the 1D model, the solution for the CoW arterial system is obtained in a 
far shorter time period, and requires significantly less computational effort while 
retaining a high level of accuracy. 
Chapter 4 investigated the decentralised nature of autoregulation control. 
With wide dilatory resistance limits of ±95%, results showed that if a sudden 
occlusion is imposed in an afferent artery, a 'tug of war' scenario occurs, such 
that efferent flux profiles fluctuate as a balance is found that best satisfies the 
independent requirements of each territory ofthe cerebral mass. However, further 
investigation found that the physical limits of vessel contraction and dilation 
of ±95%, were not well defined, and 'did not match the accepted physiological 
response of blood flow as a function of MAP. With physiologically realistic, tighter 
resistance limits matched to data from Guyton and Hall [1996], this blood stealing 
phenomenon was minimized, but not eliminated. Hence, it can be concluded 
that, clinically, the decentralised aspect of cerebral autoregulation could result in 
ischaemic stroke after sudden pressure drops due to stenoses or occlusions, where 
a centralised controller would have a different outcome. 
Results obtained in Chapters 2-4 indicated that a more physiologically real-
istic model was required to overcome the limitations observed in the model. An 
advanced model was created that included the successful components of the previ-
ous model such as PID autoregulation control, as well as better resistance limits 
for smooth muscle vasomotion, and the oxygen dynamics that physiologically 
drive the autoregulatory response. This advanced model is more physiologically 
relevant, matching the accepted physiological responses of blood flow as a func-
tion of arterial pressure and tissue oxygen partial pressure as a function of blood 
flow, as well as matching the limited transient clinical data. Cerebral haemody-
namic autoregulation is captured by using a PID controller to modify efferent 
artery resistances and partial pressures of oxygen to maintain optimal efferent 
flowrates and oxygen supply to the cerebral mass for a given circle geometry and 
afferent blood pressure. 
Results from the advanced metabolic model show excellent correlation with 
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the clinical data. The time-dependent velocity profiles in the MCA were matched 
to give a 20% decrease in fiowrate, followed by approximately 20 seconds to return 
to steady state conditions in response to a stenosis in the RICA. In addition, the 
two dynamics allowed for a much greater flexibility in efferent flux profiles than 
the simpler model, such that the specific flux profile matching the clinical data of 
Newell et al. [1994} showed excellent correlation, with a maximum error of 2.58% 
and an average error of 1.03%. 
Simulations with the omission of any single circulus artery found that no 
such omission leads to failure in reaching the required efferent flowrates for a 
RICA stenosis, except in the ipsilateraJ PCAl, thus highlighting the known ro-
bustness of the CoW system. More specifically, with an absent ipsilateral PCAl, 
after a 20mmHg pressure drop was simulated in the RICA, reference flow was 
not obtained in the RPCA2 , however the flowrate remained above the ischaemic 
threshold. Clinically this result is rarely seen, because individuals with a string-
like or absent PCAl tend to have an ipsilateral PCoA with an increased radius 
and/ or decreased length, thus reducing its resistance to flow. When this simu-
lation was repeated with a shorter, thicker RPCoA, reference flow was obtained 
after the pressure drop, thus matching anecdotal clinical data. 
A physiologically realistic case with an absent RPCoA and an 80% carotid 
stenosis was developed and simulated, and it was observed that the RMCA, 
RACA2 , and RAChA flowrates fell below the ischaemic threshold, indicating a 
possible stroke. A second 'stroke risk' case was simulated in order to determine 
the MAP at which stroke would likely ensue, given a 'normal' CoW geome-
try. The critical MAP was found to be approximately 34mmHg, which matched 
the result seen from Guyton and Hall [1996} when an ischaemic threshold of 
20mL/100g/rnin was set [Heiss et al., 1999; Baron, 200l}. These results show the 
effectiveness of this model as a tool for determining potential outcomes of surgical 
or other therapies such as endarterectomy, given a patient specific geometry that 
can be obtained from MRA data. 
Overall, 1 D GFD models of the CoW have been developed, modified, and 
verified. These models can take readily available patient specific geometry and 
capture complex transient, autoregulated haemodynarnics. The model and mod-
elling methods have been shown to have good clinical potential for diagnosis and 
therapy testing of ischaemic events prior to intervention. 

Chapter 7 
Future Work 
One of the biggest obstacles for this research at this stage, is the lack of clinical 
data for verification. Clinical data will be used to model a greater variety of 
potential CoWgeometries;and correlation to retrospective outcomes will indicate 
any specific model limitations and increase the level of validation. Currently, work 
is underway within the research group to perform a statistical analysis of common 
CoW abnormalities observed from MRA data. In addition, more transient data is 
required, to study exactly how the CoW reacts to various conditions, as opposed 
to simply the end result after a steady state is resumed. 
The next step in expanding the model, is to incorporate models for myogenic 
autoregulation, in which vasodilation and vasoconstriction of peripheral vessel 
walls occurs, to a certain degree, directly in response to changes in transmural 
pressure in the artery wall. This addition will effectively involve adding another 
dynamic to the model, and it is postulated that the myogenic response be mod-
elled with a small time constant, allowing for a fast, imprecise change in vessel 
calibre, while the metabolic response be modelled with bigger time constants 
providing a slower but more accurate control response. 
The current model does not take into account collateral flow from pial vessels. 
At present, were an efferent vessel to become blocked, the region of cerebral tissue 
supplied by that vessel would die. Physiologically, that tissue may also receive 
low levels of collateral flow, and therefore the situation may not be a dire as 
represented by the model. This approach of including collateral flow would also 
make it possible to model stoke severity. As such, the extent of the ischaemic core, 
where the CBF is less than 12mL/IOOg/min, and the ischaemic penumbra, where 
CBF is 12-23rnL/I00g/min, could be determined under a variety of pathological 
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conditions. The difficulty in modelling collateral flow, is in obtaining sufficient 
clinical data about the geometry and resistance of the pial arteries. In addition, 
collateral vessels can develop in response to a blockage, but the extent to which 
this angiogenesis occurs is extremely variable and generally unknown. 
Advancements to the 3D CFD model will include studying embolism be-
haviour, using Fluent Macroscopic Particle Model (MPM) software. MPM is 
used to model the interaction of large scale particles within a fluid flow. There-
fore, embolic pathways could be modelled by creating a 3D model of the arterial 
network, and releasing macroscopic particles representing emboli into the blood-
stream, and tracking their movement. 
Although many of the theoretical aspects of cerebral autoregulation are rea-
sonably well understood, there is little point pursuing overly complex models 
that require parameters that can not" be measured. Therefore, the underlying 
goal of all future rosearch is to develop models that are physiologically accurate, 
but contain parameters that can be readily measured and/or matched to clinical 
data. 
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